
GRENFELL TOWER PUBLIC ENQUIRY 

THIRD WITNESS STATEMENT 

OF ADRIAN WESTLEY PARGETER 

1, ADRIAN WESTLEY PARGETER, of Kingspan Insulation Lid, Tol~rale lndusIrial 

Estate, Pemb~idge HR6 91,A, WII,E SAY AS FOI,I,O’WS: 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 I am Director of Technical, Marketing and Regulatory Affairs GB at Kingspan 

1.2 The facts and matters set out in r.his statement we within my o,aa~ lmowledge unless 

otherwise stated, m~d 1 believe them to be true. Where I refer to information supplied 

by others, the source of inlbrmation is identified; 15.cts and matters derived liom other 

sources are true to the best of my knowledge, infom~ation and beliefs. 

1.3 I am providing this third w,imess statement for the puq~oses of the Grenfell Tower 

Pz~blic lnquh2,’ (the "Inquiry"} m~d in particular, ha response to the h~qzthT’s letter of 28 

July 2020 requesting r.he submission of evidence reader rule 9 of the Inquiry Rules 2006. 

1.4 Belbre training to the detail of my statement, I wouM like to express my deepest 

sympathies again to the bereaved families, survivors and everyone affected by the tragic 

events which occurred at Grenfell Towcr 

1.5 As prescribed by the Inqairy’s Witness Statement Protocol, where I refer to a document 

in suppor~ of my wimess statement, if the document has not previously been disclosed 
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to the Inquiry, I have exhibited the whole or part of the relevant document. For 

documents which have previously beert disclose& I refer to the Unique Reference 

Number ("URN") assigned by I)le I~quiry or where ~mlcnown, I)le URN assigned by 

Insulation UK’s solicitors. Documents exhibited to this witness statement m’e iderttified 

by Lhe marker "AP3" followed by the exhibiL number. 

2 DISCIPLINARY INTERVIEW NOTES - 17 AND 18 AUGUST 2015 

Question 1 The Inquit?, understands, from documents provided by Kingspan Insulation Ltd, 

that Ivor Meredith was dismissed from Kingspan’s employment on 19 August 

2015 following a series of disciplinaD, intervie~vs conducted by you on 17 and 18 

August 2015 and on the basis of gross misconduct. The Inqui~" further 

understands that Mr Meredith subsequently lodged an appeal against the 

dismissal and that an appeal hearing was conducted by Richard Burnley on 3 

September 2015. 

Question 2 It appears from the records of those interviews and hearings that particular 

comments were made by Mr Meredith which may relate to a number of current 

lines of investigation for the Inquiry. The Inquiry now therefore req nests further 

information from you in respect of your understanding of those comments in the 

following documents: 

a. Handxvritten Notes of Disciplinary Interviews on 17 and 18 August 2015; and 

b. Appeal Hearing Notes (Unsigned) - 3 September 2015. 

Question 3 Do these notes, h~ your view, provide an accurate record of the discussion which 

took place during these meetings? Please analyse the notes tine by line and explahi 

in what regard each part of the notes is accurate or inaccurate. If you are able, 

please assist the Inquiry as to how any hiac~uracles you purport to identi~’ could 

have come about. In the case of any inaccuracies, please describe your own 

recollection as to the actual discussion which took place or the comments made by 

Mr Meredith. If you consider that any relevaut comments or discussions have 
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bccn omitted from these notes, please set out your own memory of any such 

comments, giving as much detail as you can. 

2.1 These notes of the Disciplinary. Interviews were prepared by Susar~ Ewm’~. They are 

simrt hm~d notes of a meeting wifich took place over 5 years ago and it is dillicalt thr 

me now to comment on the accuracy of~he notes given the time which has passed since 

tA~e meeting However, I have no reason to believe that these notes are not an accurate 

record of ~e salient points of ~he discussion and I do not recall anything to the conUrary 

which would makc mc challcngc any line within them 

2.2 I cam~ot comment on the accuracy of the Appeal Hearing notes as I did not attend 

hearing. 

2.3 My answers to the Inquiry’s questions below are based on my best efforts to interpret 

tA~c notes which are olden hmd to lbllow as Ihey arc written in short hand thrm and 

because of the erratic nature of Ivor’s fl~oughts and explanations dm-ing the hemings. 

Question 4 As far as you are aware, did Richard Burnley review these notes prior to Mr 

Meredith’s Appeal hearh~g on 3 September 2015? If so, when? If not, why not? 

2.4 I cannot recall if Richard Bradley read/hese notes prior/o the appeal hearing. I st, speck 

fl~at he would have done because the usual procedure is lbr the person chairi~g an appeal 

hear’rag to lmve read the previous interview notes so as to be able to discuss the dc, eision 

tatar was made m~d the basis on which it was made with /i~e relevant employee at 

appeal hearing. 

Question 5 Did you discuss any part of any of the issues raised by Mr Meredith with Richard 

Burnle~ and/or with Susan Ewart or Elaine Gale prior to or following the appeal 

hearing on 3 September 20157 If so, please describe the nature of any such 

discussions and all matters reported by you to have been covered with Mr 

Meredith during the intervie:~- on 17 and 18 August 2015. If an)’ such discussions 

took place in writing (all electronic forms of correspondence included), please 
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ensure that you append copies of all such COnlmunicafions to your witness 

statement as exhibits. 

2.5 I do not recall any de;ailed discussions with any of ;hem abou; the actual content of the 

disciplinary hearing. I recati having shert inthrmal conversations with Riclrard Bumley 

and Susan Ewar~ following the hearing. These conversations would have focussed on 

Ivor’s demeanour and response to /he recent evems leading up to the disciplinmy 

heariag. I also had a similar short irfformal cenversation with Richard BLmdey and 

Susm~ Ewart about how the appeal hearing went generally, specifically about how Nor 

behaved mad his state ~fmind. I Ihink that they described him as appearing very agitated 

and incoherent during the hearing. I do not fecal[ being throned in m~y discussions 

about this hearing h~ writthg. 

2 6 As far a s I can recall, 1 did not speak have an?’ conversations with Elainc Gale about it. 

Question 6 Please consider the content of this document in the round, but please give 

particular consideration to the following, which are comments recorded as having 

been made by Mr Meredith: 

Page 8 of 18, liucs 18 to 23 

2.7 I believe that the meethlg that Ivor is referring to here is a meeting with the NH BC on 

18 Jnne 2015. I d~ not remember in detail what,,,,’as discussed at this meeting but I have 

been shown an achon list~ recording the agreed follow-up points from the meeting 

which suggests that we discussed testing, combustible materials and current projects. 

After this meeting, I seem to recall Ivor tlxiNdng ~a~ he had let himseff down in front 

of myself and Richard Bumley. I do nc~t recall lvor "[od~g hi~’ ~ag" at ~his meeting or 
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behaving inappropriately towards David Wbite but I do recall him being very distracted 

a~ad disorgathsed. It was obvious that he had not prepared lbr the meeting. 

2.8 The standard position lbr the hi~l rise market was that products used in b~fihkb~gs with 

floors over 18 meu’es must be non-combustible. Insulation UK was the first business to 

break into the high rise cladding market offcrthg combustible insMation. In this way it 

is accurate to say that we had to "break barriers" in order for the NHBC and others Lo 

accept that it was in the context of a wbole cladding system both permissible and 

possible to use combz~stible products in high rise fa~;ade systems l think the reference 

to "movedthingsfo~wa~z¢’ and "getting agreement" is in relation to Ivor’s role in helpthg 

tbe NHBC to understand K 15 and it~ sultan lit3., for use over 18 metres. 

2.9 I do not know wby lvor described David White as a "d{~czdt ma;?’. I do not recall 

David being "d~]]cutt" to deal with thuS~3g the 18 June 2015 meeth3g. 

Page 9 of 18, lines 8 to 11 
I hod to be careful A lot ofrewonsibiIity. TrictO’ line. Some world 

2.10 I interpret this as lvor referring to tim fact tbat lnsulntim~ UK was proposing a 

combu stiblc product (K15) in an application (over 18 mcwcs} when some in thc indu stry 

considered (wrongly, I believe) that only non-combustible products would be saitable, 

irrespechve of the route to complim~ce adopted and the overall performance of tim 

particular cladding system. In his role at Insulation UK, Ivor had primary responsibility 

for this project. 

Page 10 of 18, lines 6 to 14 
bus’i~es~’put me in a veO’ d{ffieuttpositim~ lastyear, it ~a~’ doi~g my 

technical integriO~ no good + sin’ that our prodtml wax o~ ~(F mission 

was to derail whoIe process and not much fim. Pretend you are su~ic£ 

Got a bit ¢~[heO) ffom Ma# Bail, reams ¢?[p~q~e~ coming throz~gh on a 

monthly basis, I daren 2 miss an.)thir~g 

2.11 Although not cleat- in the notes, I believe dmt these comments may relate to KS, mmther 

product within our phenolic range. K5 is insulation for m~ external render application. I 
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do not know whm~ Insulation UK s~arted supplying K5 to market bu~ I undorsmnd that 

in 2011, Insulation UK started to receive complaints about a cosmetic issue affecth~g 

K5 which Insulation UK considered to be due to inappropriate render application. This 

issue had nothing to do with the fire or thermal performance of K5. 

212 I understand that lvor was responsible for answering complaints ti-om customers in 

relation to KS. I also tmderstand that at the same time, he was involved in the European 

committee established ~o consider exten~al thermal insulation composite systems 

{ETICS) ha Europe which was considering the al~l~ropriateness of fuam boards as 

insulation. I understand that there were other businesses who were members of the 

committee m~d who may have bem~ aware of the issues wi~h K5. Far thi s reason, I think 

Ivor may have felt m~Cmlllbrtable about his involvement on ~he committee. I do not 

lcrlOW wha~ he means about "deraili~ag" the process or about pretending ~o be stupid. It 

does not make a great deal of sense to me now, and my gm~eral recollection was that 

Ivor was often no~ ma!~ag much sense a~ the time. 

2.13 I thihiv that here Ivor is referring to a list of higli rise proj ecLs thcorporating K15 whiell 

we were keeping track of at the time. As i~ar as I am aware, this "tracker" / list of hiN~ 

rise projects was in place groin 2013, although I only took up the role of supervising 

Ivor fi’om May 2015 and so I have limited lcrlowledge about the preceding period. I 

believe that fur each of the projects on this list, Insulation UK had to provide test m~d 

certification evidence lbr consideration by ~he project architects / lire engineers to 

support the use of K IS above 18m in the proposed application, as required by the 

NHBC, otherwise K15 would not be used Although lvor had the technical lomwledge 

to answer these questions, li~suladon UK had not necessarily had ~o provide equivalent 

information previously and so he was determining appropriate responses as queries 

were received. I ~hihiv it was this lack of stm~dard templates that Ivor was referring to 

ra~her ~hml suggesting that ~hem was m~y fabrication of~he troth. 
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Page 15 of 18, lines 11 to 17 
,tv prioriti~s sat with live projects, shqt?ed hv TI’vZ Kept BRE sweet, 

damoged mY integrity when just being told to book a test so £50k 

2.14 "Liveprojects" must refer Lo Lhe list of live hi~l rise projects which InsulaLion UK held 

at Ihe time, as rclbrrcd to above I do not l~mw what Ivor is referring/o when hc said 

"~ept BRE sweet". It is possibly a reference to his efforts not to irritate the BRE in 

circumstances where he had booked tests with the BRE and then f~i[ed to get all the 

materials ready and arrangements in place fbr the test date meaning tlmt he had to cancel 

test ~lots with the BRE. The hIRE would riot have been happy with last mitmte 

cancellations beeau se at the end of the day, they are a business m~d a cancelled stot is a 

loss nf income. Ivnr’s refi~rence to "£5014 lyre’ted ~’aeh time" does not make sense to me 

because this would have been the overall cost of the test including materials and 

assembly. BRE’s costs fr~r the test and praduction of reports would he closer to £ 15K. 

2.15 I du not ktlOW what Ivor mean~ whell tie says "sh@ed @ 7,l¢’. Ivor had raised with me 

thnt he did not feel ndequately supported by ~ony Millichnp m~d ~a it could have been 

rethrence to that feeling. 

Q~*estinn ? 

consider to be significant, please give a t~]l explanation in your witness statement 

as to your own understanding of the meaning of and basis for Mr Meredith’s 

understanding wherever possible. 

2.16 I have dealt with my interpretation of these sections underneath each line of 

Question 8 To what time period did you understand Mr Meredith to be referring? 

2.17 1 think he was talkb~g about bewceen 2010 (when Tony Millichap was promoted to the 

role of Ilead of Teclmical) and mid-2015. 
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Question 9    To which products or projects did you think he was referring? On what basis? 

2.18 I think he was referring to the use of KI 5 on buildings over 18 metres and the issues 

with KS, as set out in my response to question 6 above. 

Question 1 II What did you understand to be the question or question(s) that David White was 

2.19 I do not know. I do not remember what was discussed at the meeting and I understmad 

that Insulation UK’s solicitors have undertaken sem’ches and confirmed r.hat there are 

unable to locate any minutes for ~is meeLing. 

Question In what way do you think ~lrMeredithfnund David’~q~ite to be a "difficult" 

man? 

2.20 I refer to my response to question 6 above. 

Question 12 Tn which meeting with the NHBC did you uuderstand these comments to refer? 

Please give the date if you are able. Please alsa ideutit}- all thnse whn were present 

at the meeting. 

2.21 I refer to my response to question 6 above. I believe the comments refer to the 18 June 

2015 meeting with the NIIBC. Attendees indiuded myself, Ivor Meredith and Richard 

Burnley of Insulation UK and then Graham Perrior, Steve Evans, Ian Davis, David 

White and John Lewis of NHBC. 

Question 13 What was the "tricky line" referred to? What did you think Mr Meredith meant 

by saying that he had to be careful? 

2.22 I refer to my response to question 6 above. Insulation UK was proposing a combustible 

product (K15) in an application (over 18 meWes) for which some (wrongly in my view) 

considered only non-combustible products suitable. There was too much focus placed 

on Lhe fire performamce of an thdivithtal produc~ within a system ra~her than on the 

system as a whole. I ththk Ivor feb under pressure to perform well at the meeting with 

~e NHBC and ~is is what he mean~ by he "had to be carotid". 
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Question i4 When Mr Meredith said that he considered it arguable that the business was 

entering into a market it was not suitable for. what did you understand him to 

mean? V~at were your own views at the time on this subject? 

2.23 I do not 1,~low. As IS.r as I am aware, K15 was desig)led for the hig):i rise buihling market 

and its use over 18 metres within appropriate systems was supported by test evidence. 

I understood that K15 had a legitimate place in that market 

Question 15 What did My Meredith’s comnlents about having been put in a difficult position 

by the business mean to you? 

2.24 I ththk he may have been referring to the conflict he felt in dealing with flae compiaims 

relating to K5. 

Question 16 What product did you think Mr Meredith considered that he needed to "say was 

ok"? On what basis? 

2.25 I ththk he was talking about K5. I refer to my response to question 6 above. 

Question 17 In what way did you think he meant "ok"? Did you understmld My Meredith to 

consider the product to be otherwise? If so, how and in what way? 

2.26 I think he meant that he needed to make sine that K5 was suitable for use in external 

render systems. I understand that by the time of the disciplinary hearings any issues 

with K5 in tiffs application had been resolved and so I expect that Ivor’s doubts would 

have reduced_ 

Question 18 Please describe your understanding of the comments made by Mr Meredith 

regarding the "mission" to "derail the whole process". 

2.27 I do not l~’tow what he meant by these commen~s, ha the context of the notes fl’om file 

disciplinary, hearings, these comments appear to relate to KS. 
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Question 19 What was your understanding of Mr l~Icrcdith’s comments in relation to having 

been required to "pretend to be stupid"? 

2.28 I do not l, mow what he meaa~t by this comment. In rke context of the notes Dom die 

disciplinary hearings, these comments appear to relate to KS. 

Question 20 In what way did Matt Ball assist Mr Meredith, as far as you were aware? 

2.29 I do not 1,a’tow. Matt was part oflvor’s technical team and I was not aw~e of the specific 

ways in which he assisted Ivor in this matter. 

Question 21 

uo K15 was being "pulled aft fl~e wall"? ’tVhat was your own reaction to this? 

2.30 I thil£~ 1"re was referring to the need for Insulation UK to provide e~,-idence that KI 5 was 

suitable for use above 18m in applications on the hiN~ rise projects list. 

2.31 Odiel-wise, without this evidence, customers may have decided not to use K15 on their 

projects or may have been required to remove it from existing buildings. I do not recall 

having any particular reaction to this. 

Question 22 In what way do you think l~,Ir Meredith perceived that the K15 Project was failing? 

During what period? What were your own thoughts on this? 

2.32 I think that he was not getting the necessary, tests performed to schedule and he was 

struggling to respond to customers’ queries relating to the suitability, of K15 in their 

proposed applications in a timely ma~ner. I refer to my response to question 6 above. 

2.33 I was not in a relevant role at the time. IIowever, based on investigations undertakert 

since the fire at Grenfell ~ower. I think tha~ the period of concern was 2013-2014. 

2.34 At the time of the disciplinary, hearing, I was relatively new to the rule of IIead of 

Tecl~nicui and Marketing IGreat Britain! and so I thought that I needed to get my head 

around the high rise market, its requirements, KI 5’s place th the market and how Ivor 

was managing it. Only once I stab’ted to invest my time th developing my knowledge, 
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2.35 

Question 24 

2.36 

Question 25 

2.37 

Questioo 26 

2.38 

Question 27 

2.39 

Question 28 

did I come ~o realise ~ha~ Ivor had not been performhag his role in a sttqac~_u-ed, coherent 

manner. 

Do you agree with lVIr Meredith’s comments to the effect that the K15 Project was 

one of his "mahl goals"? If so, during what time period? If not, please explain in 

what way you disagree. 

This was a prioriLy for Ivor when I took up 12Ie role of Head of Teclmical and Marketing 

(Great Britain) in May 2015. I do not kuow a~ which poim this became his "main 

Please identify "Tr~l", if you are able. 

TM is shorthand for Tony Millichap. 

In wbat way did you tltink Mr Meredith perceived that he was "sbafted" by TM? 

To what time period did you thiuk he was referriug? 

I do no~ laaow. I refer to my response to question 6 above. 

What do you titink Mr Meredith meaut by his rel~rence to keeping the BRE 

I refer ~o my- response to question 6 above. 

XNhy do you think Mr Meredith felt fl~at tbe tests hooked were wasting money? 

3"0 what tests did you understand him to be referriug? 

I refer m my respon se to question (~ above. He was referring to BS 8414 testing for K l 

Where not covered in response to the questions at paragraphs 5 to 25 above, please 

address your understaudiug of at least the follawiug matters: 

a. the particular products, projects and tests to which Mr Meredith was 

referriug; 
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2.40 I refer to my responses to questions 6 to 27 above. 

b. tile time periods about which be was speaking; 

2.q 1 I refer to my responses to questions 6 to 2 7 above. 

c. tbe individuals referred to; 

2.42 l refer to my- responses to questions 6 to 27 above. 

d. tile missions and aims lie was describing; 

2.43 I refer to my responses to questions 6 to 27 above. 

e. the "main goal" in relation to the "KI5 project making sure none of that 

was being pulled off the wall". 

2.44 I refer to my responses to questions 6 to 27 above. 

f. If your understanding of the matters l~Ir Meredith was referring to has 

changed or developed in any way between 17 and 18 August 2015 and 

today’s date, please explain when an)’ such change came about and how it 

2 45 I have rcff:rred to any changes in my understanding where relevant a hove. 

g. In addition, please explain the following: 

i. Did all uf the comments relate to matters which were 

already within your own knowledge at the time? 

246 I was aware of most of the mat/ers ~o which Ivor reli:rred. I refer ~o my responses ~o 

questions 6 to 27 above. 
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il. If so. when did any such matters come to be l~lown to you? 

IIow? If not. how did it come about that you were unaware 

of these matters? 

2.47 When I took up ~he role of Head of Teclmical and Marketing (Great Britath) in May 

2015. 

iii.    If not. what was your reaction at the time? 

2.48 I refer to my responses to question 28(g)i and 28(g)ii above. 

2.49 I was concerned that Ivor was not adequately managing the Projects Team to the extent 

we would expect a Technical Projects Manager to do. I thoug2at that lte was ~-ying to do 

too mat}, tasks himself mad not delegating appropriately to others within the team. I 

was worried that work to broadma the scope of K15 in applications above 18 metres was 

not malting any progress and Ivor’s performaxlce was increasin#y deteriorating. 

2.50 I think that the business shared those same concerns. 

2.51 When Ivor admitted that he was suffering from thug addiction during his disciplinary 

hem-ing on 18 August 2015. I was concerned for his health aatd safety, that rkis may 

explain why he his performax~ce had been deteriorating and that he was not capable of 

cm’rying out his j ob. Insulation UK shared these concerns. 

With whom. if anyone, did you discuss the matters raised by 

l~Ir Meredith? 

2.52 Whilst I camtot recall any particular detailed discussions, I do lamw that I did discuss 

this with Richard Bumley in the context of me needing to get more i~avolved in the 

business’ relationship with the NHBC and the mmmgement of the Teclmical Projects 

Team. 
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vi. If no onc, why was this? 

2.53 I refer to my response to question 28tg)v above. 

vii. 

Ewart to the conunents made by Fir Meredith? 

2.54 I am not aware of her reaction. 

viii, As tin- as you were aware, at tile time or subsequently, what 

made by Mr Meredith, if any? 

2.55 I am not aware of any action being taken. 

iX, Were any invcsligations carried out within Kingspan as to 

any nf the cmmnents made by Mr Meredith? If so, please 

give full details of any such investigations, identifying all 

individuals involved, the relevant time periods, the 

findings/outcmnes and any other relevant matters. 

2.56 Not as far as I am aware: Ivor’s comments were largely incoherent and di&’t’t make 

much sense either at the time or now. 

If no investigations were carried out, please explain why this 

2.57 I do not 1chow. To the extent that there were any discussions about whether to undertake 

an investigation, I was not involved in tiaem. 

What other action, if any, did you personally- take? 

2.58 I took action to ensure ti~at the Technical Projects Team was more cohesive and 

collnborative. I formed relationships with MatLhew Evans and Adrian Brazier nnd 

ensured that ti~ey were well-managed and comfortable in their roles, appointing Adrian 
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Brazier as the new Technical Projects Mm~ager to replace Ivor Meredith. I also explored 

hiri~g a fire engineer to support Ivor in his role but this appointmertt only carrie to 

fruition after Ivor had lef~ the business. 

xii. What action, ff any, did Kingspan take? 

2.59 Insulation UK supported the actions that I was taking as described at paragA’aph 28(g)xi 

xii.    If noue, why was that? 

2.60 Please see my responses to questions 28(g)xii and 28(g)xii above. 

APPEAl, HEARING CHAIrEI) BY RICHArl) BErNI,EY 11N 3 SEPTEMBER 

2015 

Question 29 Have you previously, at any stage, re+iewed this appeal meeting notes? If so, 

when? 

3.1 The first time that I reviewed flmse notes was after fl~e Grenfell Tower fire when t wa~ 

Susan Ewart provided me with a copy of them. I cannot recall the exact date but thiN{ 

it was around September 2017. 

Qnestion 311 Did you discuss the appeal hearing with richard Burnley after it had taken place 

on 3 September 2015? If so, please describe the nature of any such discussions and 

all matters reported hy him to have been covered during the hearing. 

3.2 Yes. I spoke to Richard BuraIey very briefly afterwards. I wanted to understand how 

the heating had gone generally and whether the decision to dismiss Ivor had beert 

upheld. Richard told me that the decision had been upheld and gave the impression that 

Ivor had been a little aI[ over the place and i~coherent at ~he hem-ing. 
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Question 31 Please give consideration to the full content of the document, but with particular 

focus on the following recorded comments: 

3.3 The fn’s~ time I was provided with a copy of the notes of Ivor Meredith’s appeal hearing 

was aRer the fire at Grenfell Tower, by which time Insulation UK’s internal legal team 

and it solicitors were alrea@ conducting a disclosm:e exercise and investigations for the 

purposes of providing evidence to/he I~Nuiry on a number of’/he issues raised by Ivor 

3.4 I set out my understanding of what Ivor is referring to at the end of each extract. 

confirm that my understaadh~g has not changed between the first time I reviewed die 

appeal hearing notes and now ~mless otherwise staked below. 

Page 5 of 18, lines 5 to 27 
EG : As I understand i~ )’our rote, or the work tha~ )’ou &~, has been 

~drty critical In r~,rms ~t ~ingspan ’s pro~ht~q being approved, in terms 

where l brae had to maintain pe~jbrmance tha~ perhaps our products 

performed in a number (~f tests i~t 2005. Kingspan changed the 

outed by a consultant who we then had to_~tbricate a sto~y to that the 

pr’oduct s#[l said what it not on the tin. A#hough I bueked at that point 

and said ~o ~v manage~; at the time, rhat we are stretehing the 

tke pe@)rmance qfl rfie product. I wasn 2 the senior pe~won there, we 

prodttced documentation a~ld we infi’rred to the inchtsOy that our 

EG : With respecr, this was lOyears ago. 

EG: !~¥mjust said to me that this was 2005. 
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I~\~" This was when the testin~ was done. t~7~ats happened in the last 

t8 months, longer ~han that actualh a tot ~f ~hose pr(~jec~s ~hat we 

have sold into have started to come back and have started to question 

that pe~itbrmance. I have been ~mder a great dc~at qf pressure to 

maintain that per[brmance when it is e~ ident through testing that our 

iust~ our lie. 

3¸5 These notes are not themselves clear as to what product lvor is rcfcrrthg to. However, 

tiom the wider context and the ret~zrence to the project queries received fu the "ta,~t 18 

mol~lh~", I understand that he is referring to KI5. 

3¸6 I set out, in response to question 45 below, a detailed chronology of KI5, the change 

fron~ old technology to new technology at~d the testing (both BS 8414 and FIS 476) of 

both old teclmology m~d Kesteren products which Insulation UK continued to rely on 

to support the fire performance of new technolog?,’ K 15.1 think lvor is referring to tbis 

historT of K15 and the references to 20(15 are likely referring to a FIS 8414 test which 

Insulation UK carried out on a system incorporating K15 on 1 May 2005z (Ne "2005 

BY4 ~414 Te~t") which I m~derstm~d lv~r was involved with. At the time of fi rst reading 

the appeal hearing notes, I did not have access to rke details I have now regarding the 

chmages from old technology to new tecl’mology K15. 

3.7 I do not know an3 thin= about l~asulation UK being o #ed b3 a consMtor t and I do not 

kno‘*,, when f that occ~red or to ,,,,hat Ix or s referring. 

3.8 In the final parag;aph of r.his extract, I understand that Ivor is refermag to the queries 

being received in relation to NHBC projects and the further BS 8414 testing undertaken 

on KI 5 since 2005. By the time of r.he appeal hearing, Insulation UK had completed 

successful BS 8414 testing using new teclmology KI5. Ivor’s reference to "struggling 

z AP3e2 KIN00005356: BRE BS8414- I Test Report (220876) dated 8 December 2005 
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get the’ tech~mlogy to pass" must tlmrefore be referring to bistoric testthg. 

lolow what "lie" Ivor might be referring to. 

Page 7 of lg, lines 17 to 19 
If~" were looMng for afire engim,er, but we someone external who can 

3¸9 It is not clear to me exactly’ what lvor is referring to. It may be that he is referring to a 

project undertaken by Ivor and Tony Millichap who were seeldng to engage Amp m 

undertake certain assessments of K 15 prior to my being in a relevant role. He may also 

have been referring to my proposal to employ a qualilied fire engineer to add to m~d 

support his prqiect team. I recall that he was resistant to this idea and that he seemed m 

thel threatened by the proposal rather thm~ bethg able to see file bigger picture of file 

appointment allowthg him to develop in his mmaager role. I thi~ak r.hat he preferred the 

idea of a collaboration with an external third party fire engineer. 

Page 7 of 18, lines 21 to 25 
ALso r20’ colleague Adam Heath who dealt with a lot qf the high ri~e 

issues, be was sl(/fi~ring stress because of the battering we were gettir~g. 

It was’ veO’ d{~ficu#, we were m~are that a~):thi~g ~e said eoutd hm~e 

caused a legal p;’ob&m fi~r Kingapan, we had to be ~ ety eae~fid it; what 

~v wrote and to be honest I didn ’t have a lot of mipport. 

3.10 Adam I Iear.h was part of Ivor’s Technical Proj ects team and he was fielding a lot of hiOa 

rise technical queries. I understood from Adam at the time that he did not feel like be 

was getting much support groin Ivor. I was aware throu~3 discussions with Adam that 

he was demodvated and frustrated by Ivor’s mmaagement style. 

3.11 As regards the second part of this extracL I think it was said in reference to the project- 

specific letters mid email s that Insulation IlK was providing as to ~he sui~abilit3, arK 1 5 

used on high rise projects. I think that Ivor probably merest that it was importmlt not to 

provide any false information or claims in these customer communications as to do so 

could expose Insulation UK to legal risk. 
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Page 7 of 18, lines 28 to 36 
There wax no one o~t there.- that wa~ no specialist in the marketplace 

I~ was on my shoulders 

kept our heads above water during that time~ and a#hough I might ha~’e 

been accused of parking some q/ m.) important pr~iects, at least the 

230 high rL~e hui[dingq that were being, that eouM have asked to 

remo~e the King, pan insulation q[]’them. [h(v were nevez ax fi~r ax 1 

was aware, we manoged to erode 

3.12 Ivor was in charge of the high rise project mad I think he is referrhag to the NIIBC 

prqiects which rc, quired input fiom Insulation UK as to the suitability fur K15 in the 

specified applications. Insulation UK would not have been able to give final approval 

of such projects as the majority of them would not have been the same as tested system s: 

it was therefore always up to fire engineers to determine suitability. 

Page 12 of 18, lines 19 tn 20 
There was a tot q/criticat stt~]goir~g on, that cozdd have resuh~,d in 

major claims against Kingspan so I had ~o ke~ my head above wawr, 

and sort it out ~r Kingq~an 

313 l do not know exactly’ what "critical st*!ff" lvor is refemng to but in the context of the 

appeal hearing notes and the notes of his disciplinary interviews, I thiN,_ he is ta[kJ~g 

about the K 15 bigh rise fa9ade querie~ and possibly also tbe K5 i~sues. 

Please set out your own understanding of the matters ~|r ~|eredith was referrillg 

to in the excerpts above, as well as in relation to any other part of the record of 

this h~terview which you consider to be sig~ificant, If you have previously 

reviewed the appeal meeting notes dated 3 September 2015, please ensure that you 

make clear in your responses to the questions below: 
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a. what your understandhlg was at the time; 

b. if different, what your undel~tanding is now; 

hnw and whol any change in your uuderstauding as to Mr Meredith’s 

comments collie about, 

Question 32 I)o you agree that Mr Meredith’s role iu terms of fire safer7 was "critical"? If so, 

durh~g what period and in what regard? 

3.14 Yes. q’he Technical Prqiects Team was responsible for testing the fire performance of 

products and certification and approvals of products so that they could be placed on the 

market. Ivor was the manager of that team and so he played a critical role dm’ing this 

time. 

Question 33 In what way dn you thiu k Mr Meredith meant that he had been put iu a situation 

whereby he had to attempt to mahltain possibly undeserved fire performance of 

products? Which products do you think he was referring to? 

3.15 Ilaving reviewed the hearing notes, I cam:tot see that Ivor specifically refers to fire 

performance ha this context althouNa the preceding question from Elaine Gale may 

provide this context, ha a~y case, upon my ithtia[ read it was not obvious to me what he 

meant by this within the context of the hearing notes. With the benefit of the detailed 

l~aowledge I have gained due to my involvement in hasttlation UK’s investigations 

~mdertaken since the life at Grenl)ll Tower, I thi~fl~ that he mi~at have been referring to 

K15 I refer to my response to question 45 below where I set out the ciaronothgy oI’BS 

476 and BS 8414 testing of K15 

Question 34 To what tests in 2005 do you think he was referring? On which products? 

3.16 It is not clear to me wiLhin the conLext of the hearing holes but it is possible that he is 

reli:rrthg to the 2005 BS 8414 "rest. 

Question 35 What did you understand Mr Meredith to mean when he described a change to 

the technology of the foam? Please describe the change as far as you understand 
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it. Why was this change carried out? Who took the decision to bring about such 

changes? What was the effect on the ftre performance of the foam. as far as you 

were or are now aware? 

3.17 AL Lhe Lime of my initial read~lg, I was aware there had been a change in Leclmo[ogy hi 

flue history of Kooitherm but was not aware of the details regarding the precise nature 

of 0rose changes. I have dealt with the change in teclmology (which occurred long 

belbre I was employed by InsLdation UK) to the extent LhaL I am able to at pm-agraphs 

36 and 1030 of my Second Wth~css Statement. 

Question 36 Do you understand Mr Meredith’s comments to be referring to K157 

3.18 Yes. 

Question 37 What tests do you think Mr Meredith asserted that Kingspm~ were unable to 

repeat? Do you agree with him? 

3.19 I did not know at the time of nay initial reading of these notes which specific tests Ivor 

was referring to but, with the benefit o1" the detailed 1,too wledge I have gained due to my 

involvement in the investigations ~_mdertaken by Instflatinn UK following the fire at 

Grenlhll Tower, I ththk that he might have been referring to the BS 476 mid BS 8414 

tesling tmdertaken h~corporating old lecbnology K15. I refer to my response ~o question 

45 below wberc I set out in detail my understm~ding of the cinonoIogy of this testing 

However, I am not aware of any at/erupt by Ivor to repeat the 2005 BS 8414 test usthg 

new technology K15 

Question 38 Please identify, if you are able, the consultant who l~Ir Meredith describes as 

having "outed" Kingspan? What is your understanding of the situation he 

describes? 

3 20 1 do not l~ow 
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Question 39 According to your undcrstandhlg, why did a story have to be fabricated? ~]tat 

was the stu~’? W~at was the purpose of the fabrication? Ilow was this done? By 

whom? Who within Kingspan was aware of this situation at the time? 

3.21 I am not aware of what l’tre consuhant or series of events Ivor is referring LO and I am 

dierefore unable to answer the specific questions asked by the Inquiry. R may be that 

Ivor is referring hi some way to tile chzonology I set out hi nay response to question 

Question 40 Who was the manager to whonl Mr Meredith spoke about his concerns, as far as 

you know? When did this take place? Was this done verbally- or in writing? Do 

you know what action, if any, was taken by the particular manager following this 

discussion? 

3.22 I do not l,alow. I diink that Ivor is referring to events ~hat long preceded die disciplinary 

hearing and my assumption of/hn role of Head of Tcclmical and Marketing (Great 

Britain). 

Question 41 In what way do you think Mr Meredith considered Kingspan to have been 

"stretching the truth"? 

323 I do not know exactly what Ivor meam but he may have beml rel?rring to 

perlbrmance of new tecl:mology K15 versus old technology K15. I refer to my response 

to question 45 below where I set out my understanding of these issues. 

Question 42 To which product did you think Mr Meredith was referring when he made 

comments relating to performance which could not be supported? 

3.24 Upon my i~fitial reading of Lhe notes I was unsme exactly to which products Ivor was 

reii:rring, as he was talking about events that took place 8 10 years earher However 

I now thh]k d]at it was possibly K15. I reibr to my response to question 45 below. 
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Question 43 Who was more senior to Mr Meredith in this specific area of work within 

Kingspan? 

3.25 No one at Insulation UK was more kmowledgeable thma Ivor in this specific area of 

work. alkhough Ivor always reported to someone in a position more senior to him within 

the business. Nor reported to Philip Heath (Head o f Technical) beaveen 2001 and 2010; 

Tony Mil[ichap (Head of Technical) between 2010 and May 2015; Malcolm Rocheibrt 

(UK ’]’echnical Director} between 1995 aud 2014; a~ld me between May 2015 and his 

dismissal 

Question 44 What did you think Mr Meredith meant when he said that Kingspm~ inferred to 

industry that a product could "do something that potentially it couldn’t"? 

3.26 I do not Know exactly what Ivor meant but he may have bem~ referring to tim 

pcrlbrmancc of new technology K15 versus old technology K15 1 refer to my response 

to question 45 below where I set out my tmderstm~ding of flmse issues. 

Question Do you consider that there has ever existed a period when Kingspan has made 

claims in relation to the performance in fire of any product when such claims could 

not be supported by test data or evidence? If so, please give full details. 

3.27 At the time of first reading khese notes, I was aware of tA~e issues regarding Class 0 and 

Low- Sisk tbr KI5 as set out in paragraphs 318-319 of my Second Witness Statement 

and lhr/her in question 69 of this witness statement 

3 28 I ouLhne below dcLalls ofolhcr relevant inlbrmation abou t K15’s ftrc pcribrmancc which 

has sh~ce come te my attention as a result of the detailed M~owledge I have gained due 

to my involvement in knsulation UK’s investigations undcrtakcn since the fire a~ 

Grcnt?ll Tower 

BS 8414 tcstin~ of K] 5 

3.29 As explained in paragraphs 10.30 to 10.33 of my Second Witness Statement, Insulation 

UK continued to rely on the 2005 BS 8414 Test (which ,,’*’as undcrtal~cn using old 
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technalogy K 15) to support the use of K 15 aver 18 metres follawing a chnnge in the 

tecBno[ogy used LO mamdhcture KI 5 in SepLember 2006. 

3.30 [ am now also aware that new technology KI5 was incmporated in systems tested to 

BS 8414 in 2007, 2008 and 2014 which did not meet die BR 135 criteria3. A fm-ther 

succcssfld BS 8414 test of a system incorporatk~g Kl 5 was complctod il~ July 2014 (the 

"July 2014 Terracotta Test"). I provide lhrther inlbrmation on dlis test and the lhct 

that it was undertaken using a research m3d devdapment law- lambda version of K I 5 

(the "2014 1o’~ lambda K15"} il~ pm-agraphs 10.34 to 1042 of my Secol~d Wimcss 

Statement. 

3.31 Four lhrther suecesslh[ BS 8414 tests of systems incorporating standard K15 were 

undertakm~ in March, April m~d July 2015.4 Since thm~, standard K 15 has been par~ af 

13 l~.trther systems successlhlIy tested to BS 8414.5 

’ AP3i3 [ 

5 AP3it0 KIN00000139: BRE Global Tcsr Rci~ort BS 8414-2 (PI00 t94-1000 Issue 3) ArGcTon Tami~a tcr racol~a tiles dated 
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3.32 Although the above chronology may suggest that K I 5 was sold for use over 18 metre~ 

between September 2006 and March 2015 withoLa the sL~pport ofa BS 8414 test of a 

system incorporating the exac~ product as sold on r.he market, subsequent testing 

undertaken by thsulation UK demonstrates that the 2005 BS 8414 Test mid the July 

2014 BS 8414 Tes~ would have sa~istied the BR 135 criteria if standard new technology 

K 15 had been used m~d I therefore believe rely such suggestion to he unfaunded. 

3.33 hi particular, as set out in paragraph 10.32 of my Second Witness Statemm~t, on 6 June 

2019, Insulation UK completed a BS8414-1 test a1 BRE using a similar build up to that 

tested in 2005 (to r.he best of ore" lmowledge and based on currently available materials)~ 

using 80ram stm~dard new technalogy K 15.7 Thi ~ test met the BR 135 criterim~ 

AP3/30 PROD0019976: BS 8414-1 test on Smm E~crnit Equitonc Na~ur a fibre ccmcnr ~ilcs with K[5 (P 114679-1000 Issue 

dated 7 February 2020 

{PI t4679-100t) Issue [ da~cd 5 March 2020 
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3.34 I provided at paragraphs 10B? tn 10.42 of my Second ~,imess Statement infr~rnlatmn 

about Rtrther large and small scale testing Lhat supports my view that had the July 2014 

Terracotta Test been conducted using standard K15, it would also have met the BR 135 

classification criteria. Sh]ce providing my Second Witness Statement to Lhe Inquiry, 

I~sulation UK has conducted ffu’~her SinNe Burning Item ("SBI") and ISO 13785-1 

testing of the 2014 low lambda K15 used in the July 2014 Terracotta Test to further 

understand its fire per/brmance compared to standard new technology K15. 

335 Ix] order to conduct this fl~rL[Jer testing, the Tc,~hnlcal Processing Team in lade 2019 

made a batch of t11e 2014 low lambda KI5 by reference to the Stand~d Operath~g 

Procedure used to make that research mid development product in 2014. Using this 

replica product, Insulation UK conducted SBI testing~ hi March 2020 which confirmed 

the test result achieved in 2014 (B-SI-d0), as expl0~med in para~aph 10.35 of my 

Second Witness Statement]° Ix] laauary 2020, 12]sulation UK atso ~mdertook medium] 

scale ISO 13785-1 testing of (i) standard K15 as sold on the m~ket (Test 1 ); and (it) 

the rcl~hca 2014 low Imnbda KI5 (Test 2}. Insulation LK has nov,- received copies of 

these test reports.~ This testing confm:ned the /bltowing as regards the products’ 

comparative fire perfom~m~ce: 

Standard K15 (Test 1 ) has a higher IIeat Release Rate peak only for the first few 

seconds of the test which theu dropped away to remain lower than the 2014 low 

lambda K15 (Test 2), as shown in ~maph below. This indicates Lhat during the 

overall test, standard K15 contributed less additional heat to the fire than the 

2014 lower [ambda KI 5. This means Lhat in Lhe event of a real fire (or a lh[l B S 

receipt. 
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8414 test), the standard KI 5 would add less heat energy to ~he cladding system, 

making the pro~ession of any fire slower. 

(b) Stm]dard K15 (Test 1) had a shrilly " "" ¯ deeper char depth at o~mm {compared to 

30ram in Test 2) at 500ram from the base of the sample. However, at 1000ram 

liom Ihc base of the samples, bol5 tests showed a char dcpl5 of 20ram. The 

"char depth" meas~tres how the tested products lbrmed the protective char over 

the rest of the thsulation which is a reaction cau sed by their thermoscttthg nature 

The overall similar char depth between the tested products shows that the 

pmgresskm of tile fire within the two products wa~ veW si milar. It aim indicates 

that the thicker facet of the 2014 lower lambda K15 did not offer any’ 

significantly improved protectian at the 100low heat expasure af the te~t and is 

therefore likely to offer little or no additional protection in a real fire scenario; 

and 

The effect of the fire on the patois is very similar, with just slightly, more facer 

burnt away from Stm~dard K 15. 

3.36 Overall, I bdieve that these tests indicate that the fire performance of Standard KI 5 is 

at least the ~ame if not arguably better th,~n that of the 2014 low I mnhda K If when 

tested using the 100KW heat output of IS0 13785-1 testing. In my opinion, may 

difference in the ftre performance between standard K15 mad the 2014 low [ambda KI 5 

would not be noticeable if compm-ative BS 8414 testing were madertal~en given the 
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increased heat output used in such large scale ~esting (a conclusion which i ~ supported 

in my view by the lhr~her BS 8414 tests of standard KI5 combined with terracotta 

cladding panels as explak~ed in paragraph 10.37 of my Second Wimess Statemea~t). 

However, it should have been made dear to those with whom Insulation UK shared the 

results of these tests that the 2014 low lambda Test i~wo lved non-standard K15. 

3.37 Akhough I was aware of discussions th 2014 around what product had been tested in 

the July 2014 Tercaeat~a low Im~bda developmen~ Test (described below-), 1 was not 

involved in the initial decision to rely’ on these test results to suplmrt the use of standard 

KI5 over 18 metres. 

3.38 E~ 2014, I held ~he role of Product Developmm~t Massager and was involved in the 

project to develop a low lambda version of K IS. 1 was therefore involved in email~ 

about the July 2014 Terracotta Test which tested our proposed low lambda product. In 

particular, I was copied in on an email chain in November 20141 -~ where there was same 

internal discu ssion about the type of product used in this test and whether the fuam was 

solstice-blown or not and whether the i~acer was 25 or 50 micron. At the time, I was 

therefore aware that a test in luly 2014 used a R &D version of K 15 rather than ~mndard 

KIS. It was subsequently used to support the use of standard KI5 over 18 metres and 

referenced in marketing literatm’e. Ilowever, I only appreciated the significance of this 

wlmn the issue was drawn to my attention by h~sula*ion UK’s solicitors as i~mt of the 

investigations conducted by Ins~dation UK lbllowing the fire at Grenfell Tower. 

BS 476 testthg of new technology KI5 

3.39 As I have said belhre, I was not employed by Insulation UK in 2006 whm~ the 

technology used to mmmthcture K IS was ehm~ged. Any knowledge I have of this 

change is as a result of my thvolvement in the document review- exm’cise and 

investigations undertaken by h~suIation UK and its solicitors following the fire at 

Grenfell Tower. 
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3.40 As far as it has been passible for Insulation UK’s salicitors to piece together tbe 

chronology, it appears that at the time of transfer to new technology K15 in 2006, 

relia~ce was initially placed on BS 476 testing undertaken on two composite phenolic 

insulation products produced at Kesteren in order to support the Class 0 and Low Risk 

claim of K15. These products were called DL 2000 and DL 3300.t4 

3.41 I understaad that new technology KlS’s Class 0 classification was subsequently 

supported hy tests undermlcen in May- 2007 on the foil facet ofK 15.is 

3.42 At the time of filing my Second Wimess Statement. I maderstood that new teclmology 

KI5 had subseqaentty been tested to BS 476 as a eomposhn i~roduct and had satisfied 

the criteria to be classified as both Low Risk and Class 0. This is set out in paragraphs 

3.18 ta 3.19 m~d 3.40 af my Second Wimess Statement where I explain that in my tale 

as Head of Technical and Marketing (Great Britain) in 2016, having asked my team to 

review tbe BS 47h test reports held on file for K 15, I understood tbat the BS 47h tests 

undertaken on 6 May 2011 ~a and 9 May 2012~7 provided t2ds confirmation. 

3 43 At the time of i~reparing my lqrst and Second Witness Statements (paragraphs 3.15 m~d 

4.41 of my Second Wimess Statement), I believed that rel~rences to K15 bei~g "Low 

~s AP3~4~ KIN000092$3: BRE Global BS 4?6 6 Test Report (306833) dated 8 hdy 2011 
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Risk" were removed from K15’s product literature in the 10fl~ issue which was issued 

in July 2016 al~.er BS 476 testing ol’the composite K15 product andertaken i~a 2016 did 

not meet the necessal.’y classification criteria. 

3.44 Since filing my Second Witness Statement, 51sulation UK has mader~aken further 

investigations around historic 13S 476 testing of K15 m~d its Low Risk classification as 

recorded in its product literattu-e. I set out below the findings of these investigations 

which have altered my previous understm~ding: 

r.he chronology of the development of K15’s product literatm’e shows that the 

reference to K15 specifically bcing "Low Risk" was actually removed from 

K15’s product [i teratare in the 9th issue in March 2011 mad the statement in that 

issue to which l refer at paragraph 4.41(a) of my Second Wimess Statement in 

lhct relates to the Kooltherm product range generally. I do not ltnow the reason 

behind the decision to mnke this chm~ge in 201 I. 

(b) Insulation UK has identified that. although r.he associated test report recoMs the 

product tested as "K15’’x, the 13S-476 Part 6 test carried out on 9 May 2012 was 

i~a lhct conducted using a research and development version of K15 which had 

a fire retardant lacquer ,applied to it. This fiardier detail m~d understm~ding was 

obtained by a review of the Stm~dard Opcrating Procedure ("SOP") Iwhcrc 

available) for the product tested in each of r.he BS 476 tests listed in 

KIN00022310, KIN00022306 and KIN00022205 The SOP records the precise 

composition of the tested product and it is therefore possible to identify where 

non-standard product was tested, h~ their review of test reports in 2016, my tem~ 

had relied on the rethrence to "K15" in the test report and understood that 

sta~adm’d K15 had been tested. 

3.45 I have not ideaatified any further testing of new technologT. K15 which demonstrates 

that it satisfied the requirements for Low Risk. I do nat know whether m~y relim~ce was 
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placed on the 6 May 2011 m~d 9 May 2012 tests at the thne or whether these were 

undertaken purdy lbr ~he purposes of research and devdopment. 

3.46 None of the above has affected my understanding of K15’s Class 0 classification. 

3 47 As set oz~t at pm-agraph 318 of my Second Witness Statement and h~ ]~aragraph 

3.41above, I maderstand that in May 2007~ Insulation UK ca’ried out two tests:9 on 

standard K 15 facet only which achieved the necessary requirements to dam "Class 0" 

within ~e definition set out at paragraph 4.82 of my Second Witness Statement. 

3 48 Furkher BS 476 tests of stm~dmd K15 facer were conducted in 2016 which confirmed 

these earlier results. 

3.49 I~1 2016, there were some internal discussions about whether we could leNtimately 

claim thax K15 had achieved "Class 0" classification on the basis of these facet only 

tests. There was discussion about whether this was a correct interpretation of the 

Approved Documents. However, ultimately, Adriml Brazier, Arron Chalmers, Dan 

BALI, Adam Heath and I collectively decided that we were entitled to interpret the 

Approved Documents th this way since the definition of"Class 0" explicitly stated that 

the required fire propagation index results could be achieved by either the "product or 

surface material of a composite product" and this was in line with Insulation UK’s 

historical thterpretafion of Pm’~ B of Approved Document B to the Buildfllg 

Regulaxions I still strand by this &,vision 

BS 476 testm~ of other Kooltherm insulation products 

350 The change to new technology fuam in 2006 also impacted Insulation LK’s other 

Kodtherm insulation products. 
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3.51 I came to maderstand in 2018 that the National Class claims for K3, K7, K8, and K12 

seemed to be based on out dated test evidence which could not be successfully repeated. 

Insulation UK’s literature in relation to these products was updated accordingly in May 

2018.2~) 

Question 4fi Do you consider that Mr Meredith was under pressure, at any stage? If not, please 

explain why not. If so, please make clear during which time period you think was 

the case. Why was he under pressure? Who was aware of the pressure on Mr 

Meredith, at the thne any such pressure existed? 

3.52 I do noL tallow if Ivor l~lt that he was under pressure pre-May 2015 as I was not in a 

relevanL role un/il IAlat time Once I became Head of Teelmical and Marketing (GreaL 

Britain), Ivor told me that he felt that he did not have enough support and that he was 

st~naggling to manage his worldoad and the team. 

Question 47 Regarding Mr Meredith’s comment that he was "strugglhlg to get the technology 

to pass", what specific testing do you think he meant? On which product? 

3.53 I refer to my response to question 45 above. With this in mind, I Lhink that he was 

refkn:mg to K15 and might have been referring to the tRikd BS 476 testing or the I3iled 

BS 8414 tesLs hstcd in the two spreadsheets submitted to the Inquiry 

Question 48 Please explain your understanding as to his comments regarding "the lie" that had 

to be justified. 

3 54 I do not know what Ivor is referring to in this comment. 

Question 49 What do you think Mr Meredith meant by his description of receiving a 

"battering" to high rise issues? If you were or are aware of any such issues, please 
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describe them in as much detail as possible. Who, within Kingspan, was dealing 

with them? In what way were any such issues being dealt with? 

3.55 I think Ivor was referring to tlae number of enquh’ies that he was receiving fl’om 

Insulation UK custonaers relating to KI 5, seeMng con ftrmation of its suitability lbr dleir 

hi#l rise projects. I understand that Ivor was smtggling to respond to the number of 

queries that he was receiving These queries were responded to by email by the 

TecSnica[ team. In order to assist die team th dea[iag wifl~ the large volume of queries, 

I understand that a st~mdard tbrnmt of response was developed which could tbrm the 

basis of each response 

Question What are or were your thoughts on Mr Meredith’s assertions that Adam Heath 

was under stress in relation to those issues? Do you agree? Please set out your 

own recollection of any discussions or conversations with either Mr Meredith or 

Adam Heath in relation to any stress or pressure Adam Heath may have been 

3 56 I do not kaow. I was not awm’c that Adam Heath was under rely undue stress However, 

when I took np the role of Head of Technical and Marketing (Great Britain), I had a 

conversation with the Technical Prqiccts Team and 1 understood that the Team ,,,,’as 

generally demofivated. I think that thi~ was due to a general t’eeling of there being a 

lack of leadership and support from Ivor. 

Question 51 What do you think Mr Meredith was referring to when he said that anything he 

said could have caused a legal issue for Kingspan? 

3.57 I think that he was ret’erriug to the need to only make cladns and give advice that could 

be supported by test evidence, otherwise there is a risk that you give incorrect advice 

and make false claims which could result in legal claims or threats thereof if people 

then rely on that advice and m~y ~uch false claims. 
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Question 52 Please identi~’, if you can, the problems with Gareth Mills to which Mr Meredith 

referred during this hearing. 

3.58 I do not lcaow what problems Ivor was referring to. I was not aware of any problems 

wiLh GaretAa Mills. 

Question 53 Where do you think the figure of 230 buildiugs came fl’om? W-as this or is this 

now a figure which you recognise? 

3.59 I think this was reference to the number of projects on the high rise project list:2 a~ the 

Lime. Alfllough the number of projects {lld grow, al one sLage there was aroLmd 230 

projects on the list. 

Question 54 Did you consider, or do you now consider, that any buildings could have asked to 

have Kingspan products removed from them? If so, why? 

3.60 The decision whether or not to use KI 5 on a particular building as part of a particular 

cladding system or facade is not for Insulation UK. Tha~ decision lies wi~h the 

developer, architecL and other professionals involved in the decision axad noL wiLh 

Insulation UK which does not control the building or have responsibili~" for the design 

of the cladding system 

Question 55 What do you think Mr Meredith meant when he describes a decision to "evade" 

the problem? 

3.61 As fro" as I am aware, Ivor is referring to the list of projects for which clients were 

seeMng conl’Lrmation li’om h~su[ation UK that K15 was suitable lbr use on their 

projecLs. I do not lcaow whaL Ivor was referring to when he describes a decision Lo 

"evade" tile problem 
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Question 56 Howwasthis done? Whowas awareofit? WhatwasKingspan’saimin tryhlgto 

evade the problem? 

3.62 I refer to my response to question 55 above. 

Question 57 With reference to high rise buildings clad in K15. do you consider that Ivor 

Meredifll is correct to say, prior to the (;renfell Tower fire, that Kingspan, was 

not "completely- happy witb the construction"? Do you or did you agree? ~at 

specific constructions did you think he meant? 

3.63 I do not thi~k Ivor was referring to specific constructions. I refer to my response to 

question 55 above. 

3.64 In the context of customers seeldng confirmation from Insulation UK that KI5 was 

suitable for their projects, I think Ivor meant that Insulation UK did not feel comfortable 

providing this confirmation because Insulation UK did not consider it appropriate. 

Insulation UK col provide customers with Lest evidence and details for the product bui 

carmot ad vise definitively on who/her it is appropriate in the context o1" each individual 

prqiect’s proposed use. This is lbr the architect or a fire engineer Lo determine, h~ shiation 

UK was being asked by custumers to give advice on complim~ce when it was not its 

role/o do so. 

Question 58 Why do you think Mr Meredith believed that it could not have been highlighted 

as an issue? 

365 I rcl)r to my response to question 57. It was not Insulation UK’s job to confim~ 

compliance of specific constructions or higblight any issues 

Question 59 What is or was your understanding as to his description of the "critical stuff’ that 

was going on. 

3 66 My understanding is lhat he was talldng about cusLomers queries lbr confirmation/hal 

K15 was compliant in their proposed systems. It was critical to respond to customers’ 

queries in a timely fashion otherwise Insulation UK risked losing customers He may 

also have been referring to Ihe K5 issues 
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Question 60 Do or did you consider that there could have been "major clainls" made against 

Kingspan? If so. on what basis? 

3.67 Whether or not there mi~at be a "mq/or claim" is a matter for legal opinion. As I have 

said, the design m~d construction of a cladding system incorporating KI5 was no~ 

Insulation UK’s role. The suitability of K15 for a particular system lay with others who 

had con/to[ of the design and ti~e buiLdthg I cannot speak of what Ma- Merediti~’s 

understanding o[’the basis for a "major claim" might have been. 

Question 61 As far as you were aware, what was the reaction of Richard Burnley to the matters 

raised by Mr Meredith at this hearing? Did you have any discussions or 

correspondence with him regarding the hearing after it had concluded? If so, 

please state when such discussions took place and give details of all matters 

discussed, as well as identifying any other individuals involved in such discussions. 

3.6g I do not 1,amw. I did not discuss the content of the hearing with Rici~ard. 

Question 62 If you have reviewed these meeting notes previously, at any stage prior to today’s 

date, in relation to the time at which you reviewed it: 

3 69 I rethr to my response at question 29 above. I was first provided wi/h a copy of Ihese 

notes after ~he fire at Grenli~ti "rower in or around September 2017. 

ao Did all of the comments relate to matters which were already within your own 

knowledge at the time? 

3.70 When I first reviewed the notes in 2017, a lot of the commems di th~’t m ad,_e much sense 

to me as they were incoherent and unspecific. With the benefit of l~amwledge I have 

subsequenlly g~ined, I now have a clearer idea of what Ivor may have been rel~:rring 

to. I have explained in my responses above nay understm~ding of what specific 

comments referred to, both upon my initial reading and nov,- 
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b. lfso, when did any such matte~s come to be lo~own to you? Hmv? lfnot, howdid 

it come about that you were unaware of these matters? 

3.71 I reli:r to nay response to question a. above. Any Mmwledge and ~mdersta~ading that I 

had in 2017 was attained as part of my role as IIead of Tecl~aical mad Marketing (Great 

Britain) which 1 star~cd in May 2015. 

e. If not, what was your reaction at the time? 

3.72 When I first read these notes, 1 thought that lvor seemed confiased m~d it was unclear 

what he was trying to say. 

What concerns, if any, did l~Ir Meredith’s comments give rise to, either in you 

personally or, ill your vie~v, for Kingspan as a business? 

3.73 As I have explained above, when I first read the notes, it was not cleat" to me what Ivor 

was trying to say. Since l first read the notes in autm~m 2017, Insulation 17K m~d its 

solicitors have been worldng tl~ro t@:t K15’s development axed testing chronology as part 

of its response to the Inquiry as set out in my response to question 45 above and this 

has inctuded the issues to which I nov,- understm~d lvor may have been referring 

With whom, if anyone, did you discuss the nature of the comments made by 

Meredith? If no one, why was this? 

3.74 I recall having a brief discussion with Susan Ewart about the notes when she shared a 

copy of them vdth me. 

What action, if any, did you take on first reading fl~e comments quoted above? 

What action was taken by Kingspan? 

3.75 I believe it was escalated to Group Counsel but not by me personally. I understm~d that 

the thvestigations undertaken by l~sulation UK and theh- lawyers as part of the 

company’s participation ha the Inquiry have included reviews of the issues which Ivor 

may have had in his mthd. I also address in paragraphs 3.79 to 3.95 below a number of 

relevant initiatives which Insulation UK is now taking fo~wcard. 
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g. If none, why was this? 

3.76 I refer to my response to (f) above. 

Were any investigations carried out within Kingspan as to any of the comments 

made by 3’It Meredith? If so, please give full details of any such investigations, 

identifying all individuals invnlvcd, the relevant time periods, the 

findings/outcomes and any other rele~rant matters. 

3.77 I refer to my response to (f) above. I am not aware of rely prior investigations being 

undertaken. 

i. If no investigations were carried out, please explain why this was. 

3 78 I do not lomw This was not discussed with me 

j. What other action, if any, did you personally take? 

3.79 Naturally, in my role as Director of Technical, Marketing m~d Regulatory Affairs GB, 

I have bem] very involved in supporti~]g h]su[ation UK with its work relating to the 

haquiry which has i~avo[ved a review of these appeal hearing notes. This has involved 

investigating and understanding historic issues withth h~sulation UK and the gaps in 

our Mmwledge of those issues. With the support of my team I have been implementing 

some m~d suppor~thg other changes in Insulation UK’s systems and procedures to ensure 

that any historic weaknesses idmt tiffed by ore: investigations as part of working with the 

h~quiry are resolved so that similar issues do not arise in the f~mre. In particular, we 

have taken steps internally to introduce new and improved processes and procedures 

dealing with testing, classification mad marketing of products, including: 

We have published (mid continue to punish) BS 8414 tests of systems 

incorporating standard K 15 on the Insulation UK website, whether or not they 

satisfied the requirements of BR 135; 

(b) We are developing internal protocols lbr each key ~re test standard which will 

specie" how particular testing results (including failm’es) should be dealt with 
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mid how many repeat results are required in order to claim a certain 

classification including a change to rely classification value. The protocol will 

explain how to deal with the common scenario in small scale testing where 

dilrerent certified laboratories produce different results when undertakJ~ag 

testing to the same standards on identical product samples. It will specify, that a 

favourable result from a single laboratory cammt exclusively be relied upon to 

claim a change in product cIassilication. The protocol will also set out 

requirements i~acreasing the fi’equency at which we undertai{e surveitlance 

testing to stop reliance on old or outdated test data; 

(c) We are developing a test report protocol m~d best practice guidance document 

to distribute thtemally to those who are involved with product testing, inchitth~g 

the Research & Development Team. The new protocol will require that product 

batch numbers are recorded in all test reports and that test reports record clearly 

where non-standard product is tested. The objective of this protocol will be to 

ensure tha~ the historic issues regarding the eonfi~sion around whether standard 

K15 or non-stax~dard K15 had been tested are not repeated; 

(d) We are developing a more robust sign-oil" procedare thr Insulation UK 

m~keting documents. The new procedm-e will set out the sign-off process and 

the Technical and Marketing Teams’ individual reslmnsibilities for that i~rocess. 

It will also set out how revisions to marketing documents should be recorded; 

and 

(e) We are devdoping m~ accreditation protocol which will outline the required 

process thr axay new or amended BBA certificates, assi~m~ing clear responsibility 

for each role within Insulation UK. The protocol provides for a regular review 

loop m~d stipulates that all documentation must bc stored in a single product 

repository thr easy search, access axad audit. An associated protocol will also set 

out processes for m~y changes to be made to BBA Advmlced Quality., Pimps 

("AQP"} fur Ixasulation UK i~roducts and assigt~s responsibility to ensure that 

any product chaxages are rellected in the product’s AQP m~d therelbre 

certification. 
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3.80 hi addition to these steps, h~sulation UK is implementing chmlges more widely to make 

improvementa to systems and processes relating to other areas including audits, 

inno,,’adon and technical support. 

Product Audits 

3.81 I understand that we are undertal~ing intel"nal product audits to ensure that all thel"mal 

insulation product literature and Declarations of Performm~ce ("IlOP~") across tbe UK 

axed Ireland and all inlbm~ation provided on tl~e I~sdiation UK websiLe are accurate as 

regards all information including testing, certification a~ad resulting classification of 

i~roducts This initia tix.e (and those fi~r ther audits described below} is being led by Gwyn 

Davies (Divisional Processing Director) and supported by me and nay team. This 

follows on from an internal audit of National Class classification of our Kooltherm 

products under tal~-en in February’ 2018.23 

3.82 I~ relation to DOPs specifically, we are providing training internally to ensure diat 

internal teams at all levels mldersta~d the importance of all DOPs being kept up to date 

as to their accuracy in light of underlying test and certification evidence 

3.83 As well as tbe intenlal product audits 1 describe above, we are also undertaking an 

internal attt[it of all product [abels to ens~tre that diey accurately reilect inthnllafion 

contained in DOPs a~3d providing inter’hal training to increase awareness as to ensm-h3g 

the accuracy of labdiling, alongside improved hiternal systems to achieve this goal As 

far as I am aware, the thternal labelling audits for Koolr.l~e~ products including K15 

hax’e already been completed. 

3.84 Finally, in relation to audits, and linked to our re,~’iew of Insulation UK’s Cbm3ge 

Mm~agement System ("(]MS") {used to record and max3age the implementation of 

relatively minor changes to existthg products) systems are being put th place to ensm’e 

that audits sirhilar to those I describe above are undertaken on a regulm basis going 
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forward to ensure thnt any required chm~ges to marketthg literature m~d DOPs arising 

~om product changes or updated testing are made on a timdy and consistm~t basis. 

Chan~e Management and ]imovation Development Systems 

3 85 Connected to the review- of the CMS is a re,~iew of the kumvation Development System 

("IDS") (used to manage more significant changes, for example, those r.hat mi~t 

impact m~tire product ranges or the introduction of a new product). We are reviewing 

fl~is alongside ~e CMS so that flmy bo~ sa’engfl~en the processes by which ~y ch~ges 

need m be si~ed off across relevant d~xments within h~s~ation UK. inchding by 

the Technical Prq~ts team as regards any chm~gcs rcqu~cd to testing or certification 

as a resu[l of lhe proposed change. As I understand it, fl~is review of ~ese systems in 

the l 2K is tnking place in ~o stages: (i) an initial internal review aimed at understanding 

~y we~a~esses ~d improvemem opporttmities of ~e c~rem systems and 

implementing initial ehm~ges aimed at ensuing that the~e sy~mms are follow~ a~ 

robustly as possible; and (it) conducting a wider review with the assistance of m~ 

extemM consuk~t in order to develop a new system which inte~’ates the current CMS 

m~d IDS. Again, this initiative is being led hy Gw)q~ Davie~ (Divisional Processing 

Director) and support~ by me and my team. 

3 86 We are also ensuring that additional systems are in place to require that the impact of 

any changes to product manufacture ~e properly considered aa3d any necessm.’y testhlg 

is undertaken prior to cNmges being implemented, to the extent this does not already 

3.87 To ens~tre LhaL m~y potentially si~m~ificm~t product chm~ges are given due consideration 

m~d examination, we have introduced a requirement that the Divisional Processing 

Director must review and sign oft" certain changes nicluding (i} adding any new 

production phase into operations; (it) amea~dments to the master recipe on any existing 

product; (iii) rely certification or label chm~ge; (iv) rely cure time, dm~ sity or fommlation 

change to existing products; axed (v) any raw material change within a master recipe. 

3.88 AddiLionatly, we are worldng to understand where gaps exisL in the carrent CMS and 

IDS and to develop a revised system. A key outcome of the revised Wstom will be to 

ensure tha* all relevm~t thforn~ation is stored in a sthgle location m~d that systems are 
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automated to ensure tbat the impact of m~y changes an e.g. testing requirements, 

certification, DOPs and marketing materials are automatically a&lressed prior to any 

change being sig~ed of£ As fat" as I am aware~ the new system is likely to be in place 

within six-ei~lt months. 

3 89 Once the revised system 1 ba,~c described above is ha placc, we vdll be providing 

appropriate Ixathing to relevant employees to ensure ~hat systems are Ihl[y implemented 

m~d providing wider training to ensure that all relevant teams bare a complete 

undcrstandhag of thc requirements m~d thcir importance from an hatcrnal govcrnancc 

perspective. 

KI 5 Traceability Initiative 

3.90 ha Janus,2- 2019. we introduced a traceability, requirement for K15 manufactured mad 

supplied in the l JK market to ensure that we could trace (including through distributors) 

specific projects lbr which KI5 was being supplied. 

391 As part of this traccabili~ process, we me now ensuring that K15 is only’ released fi’om 

stock once the n’aceability papmwork has been satisfactorily completed. Third party 

suppliers are required to go througb tbe same process in relation to any orders far 

specific projects and any supply li-orn supplier stock must be reported to Insulation UK 

on a monthly basis. Any failure to comply with these requiremmats results in supply to 

relevant stocldsts or customers being suspended until compliance is achieved 

392 We me providing training on the new- traceability system to all relevant staff and 

implementing the u’aceability system for other premium products or those which might 

be used in higher risk applications. 

h~sulatian UK Assured Technical Support 

3.93 Prompted by the Ilacldtt Report ~vhich identified flaat installation of products on site is 

often not hi accordancc with manuPacturer guidchncs or testcd systcms, wc arc 

implementing the Insulation UK Ass~tred ProNam to respond to flint area of weal~ess. 

~lhe ~su[afion UK Assurcd Program will build on the cxisth~g tochnicM support 

provided by h~sulation UK t fifo ugh the employment of Field Technicians who will work 
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with customers to provide tool box talks, u-aining and onsite inspections of projects ha 

which Insulation UK products have beert installed in walling applications. 

3.94 This is art on-going initiative but progress has been delayed due to the conditions 

created by tile COVID-19 pandemic. 

Indusuw-wide initiatives and working N’oups 

3.95 In addition to the Insulation UK-focussed initiatives described in die above paragraphs, 

Insulation UK is also taldng part in indusaT-wide initiatives, including: 

fully supporting and actively participating in industacy efforts to create safer 

buildings aa~d to generate systemic changes in the construction indus~:y. As pal-c 

of diese efforts, we have actively participated in various reviews and 

consukations aimed at reviewing the regulatory regimes in the various UK 

j ~trisdictions. I described these in detail in parag, raph 4.16 of my Second Wimess 

Statement; 

participating in and supporting worldng groups and expert patois hosted by die 

Construction Product Association mid focussing on industry wide competency 

including its Marketing hltegrity Group which is worMng to develop a code of 

conduct for marketing materials within die construction industry; mad finally 

(c) participating direcdy (through our employees’ represmating trade associations) 

in ~he British Stmadards Institute committees FSH 21/19 mad FSH 21718, looking 

at the review orBS 8414 and tlie development orBS 9414. 

k. What action, if any, did Kingspan take? 

3.96 I relbr to my response to (j) above. 

i. If no action was taken, why not? 

3.97 I refer to my response to 0) above. 
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it. Plcasc give dctails of aay othcr information which you 

consider may assist the InquiD, in relation to any aspect of 

~r ~ieredith’s employment, his role and responsibilities at 

Ki]lgspan and the matters raised by him prior to his 

dismissal. For example, at all times during the course of his 

employment: 

By whom was Mr Meredith’s work supervised? 

3.98 From 2001 to 2010 he reporled directly lo Philip Heath m~d from 2010 Lo May 2015, he 

reporLed direcdy Lo Tony Millichap. I LmdersLand dial he also reported to Malcolm 

Roehclbrt in relation to certain mcas of work. I do not know if his work was 

"superviserP by either them 

399 From May 2015, he rcpor/cd to me and I did not have a chance to get into nay usual 

regular pattern of reviews belbre his discip[h~ary proceedings. 

IIow regularly was Mr Meredith’s work checked or 

super*ised? 

3 100 I relkr to my response Lo question 62(k)ii 1 above 

3. From whom did Mr Meredith receive instructions? 

3.101 I Lmderstaad thai Ivor Look instructions from Philip Heath, Tony MilIichap, Malcolm 

Rochefort and me (once I took over fi’om Tony Millichap in 2015). 

4o IIow regularly was 3’It Meredith’s performance reviewed? 

By whom? 

3.102 I do not know in respec~ of the period pre-May 2015. Ivor sire’ted reporting to me h’t 

May 2015 bu~ it was not long after this that he was dismissed and so I did no~ carry ou~ 

a formal professional developmem review for Ivor. 
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Question 63 The Inquiry understands that Gareth Mills was dismissed fi’om Kingspan’s 

employment on the grounds of gross misconduct on 22 JanuaD" 2014. The InquiD, 

further understands that Mr Mills lodged an appeal against his dismissal and that 

an appeal hearing took place on 7 February 2014. 

Question 64 What involvement, if any, did you have in those disciplina~, proceedings or in the 

decision taken to dismiss Mr Mills? 

3.103 I did not have any involvement. 

Question 65 Give details of any information which you consider may assist the Inqui~" in 

relation to any aspect of Mr Mills’ employment and to the particular roles held by 

hhn. 

3.104 I do not have may information to provide. 

Question 66 As far as you are aware, why did Spencer Murtagh conduct the appeal hearing? 

3.105 I do not 1,a’tow. I was not involved. 

provided thus far, dated 1 October 2018 and 18 October 2019. 

4 CHANI;ES TO K15 

At paragraphs 3.5 3.6 of your second witness statement, you make refereuee to 

change~ to the mauufacturing process and materials used in the manut~tcture of 

K15. In response to a separate request, the Inquiry has now received from 

Kiugspan three versious of a spreadsheet setting out all major chauges to the 
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manufacturing process or ingredient materials of K15 (KIN00022307, 

KIN00022308. KIN000223079). 

Question 68 With reference in particular to the most recent version of the spreadsheet 

(KIN00022307), please confirm whether or not you consider the information 

provided in that spreadsheet to be: 

If aot, please set out clearly aay perceived inaccuracies or" give further details if 

you believe aay information to have been omitted. 

4.1 Whilst I was able to comment upon one chartge in the manufacture of K15 in my Second 

Wimess Statement, this was as a result of post-N’e investigations within Insulation UK. 

Generally, the roles I have held at Insulation UK have not involved me in changes to 

the manufacture of products, including KI 5, p art:icularly if the changes were minor, for 

example a prodact label chmlge or a small change in an operating proced~tre.24 The 

transfer from old tecl-mology KI5 to new technology KI5 was a ’major’ change in 

comparison. 

4.2 The spreadsheet referred to fl~ question 68 was prepared by Gwyn Davies (Divisional 

Teclanica[ Director Process) and Linzi Hobss (Technical Processing Manager). I am 

reliant on them Inr the ininrmation provided within it, and I believe it to be accmate. 

5 TESTING TO BS 476 AND NATIONAL CLASS 0 

Q~estion 69 As you may be aware, in response to a separate request, the Inquiry has also 

received from Kingspan three versions of a spreadsheet setting out all testing to 

2~ AP3/52 KIN00022307: Spr cadshcc* ol minor and major changes to KI5 subm~cd to Inquiry by Gowling WLG 
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BS 476-6 and to BS 476-7 carried out on K15 (KIN00022310. KIN00022306, 

KIN00022205). 

Question 70 With particular reference to the most recent vcl~ion of the spreadsheet 

(KIN00022205), please confirm whether or not you consider file infomafion 

provided therein to be: 

If not, please set out clearly any perceived inaccuracies or give further details if 

you believe any relevant hlformation to have been omitted. 

5.1 I believe tha~ the information is bor.h accurate and comprel"tensive. 

Question 71 At paragraph 3.18 of your witness statement, you explain that following tests 

carried out by Dan Ball in 2016 in which pre~ious results could not be achieved, 

changes to the classification of the product in Scotland were necessm~-. ~Vitll 

reference to any one of the spreadsheets referred to at paragraph 72 of this letter, 

please identify which 2016 tests were those carried out by Dan Ball in which 

previous results could not be obtained. 

5.2 I refer to my response to questiort 45 above where I set out nay changed understanding 

of ~he chronology of KlS’s "Low Risk" claim and associated BS 476 testing. ]-he 

tesdng conducted by Dan Ball which I reference in paragraph 3.18 of my Second 

Wimess Statemem was conducted in Augusl 2016 and is recorded a~ rows 52 and 53 of 

KIN00022205. 
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Question ?2 You also explain at paragraph 3.18 of your second witness statement that further 

testing was carried out in England, but on the foil facet only of K15. 

Question 73 When was the decision first taken to test the foil facet of K15 alone (rather than 

as a composite produc0 to BS 476-6 and/or BS 476-7? 

5.3 I am aware ~ha~ tests were carried ou~ on the foil facer of K15 in 2004, 2007 and 2016. 

I was not involved in the decisions to test the foil facer of K15 in 2004 and 2007 and so 

I do not N’tow rke reasonh~g behind this, althou~ I understand that Insulation UK has 

provided the Inquiry with some inibrmation relating to these tests in letters dated 17 

and 31 Jaxmary 2020. I have seen no evidence to suggest Ikat any relimlce was placed 

on die 2004 tests to support K15’s Class 0 claim. 

5.4 In February 2016, tests on ~le foil racer of K15 were conducted. At khak time, Dan Bali 

was responsible thr undertaldng BS 476 /csilng tu support our products’ fire 

perlbrmance claims and he arranged lbr the lbil i)cer tests to be conducted in February 

2016. i was not revolved in the decision to test the facer alone at that stage 

5.5 I was, however, involved in the decision to rely on the February 2016 tests to support 

K15’s Class 0 classification This decision was taken in June-July 2016. 

Question 74 What discussions, if any, preceded that decision? 

5.6 I relier to my response to question 73 above where I explain that I have no MmwIedge 

abou~ the 2004 or 2007 tests. I am not aware of any discussions preceding Dm~’s 

decision to conduct/hose tests in February 2016 

5.7 In Linens of the decision to rely on Lhe 2016 facet tests, there were email discussions 

primarily between mysek[~ An-on Chalmers and Dan Ball about /his relimlce. During 

Lhese discussions, Dm~ Ball explained that he had spoken to Frm~s Paaps of Exova who 
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had confirmed thin the Approved Documents could be interpreted so as to suppor~ our 

uaaderstanding}5 

Was any advice sought or received from any external individual or organisation, 

at any stage, in respect of the decision to test the foil facet only? If so, please give 

full details of the nature of the advice as well as of the organisation andtor 

individuals involved. 

5.8 I refer to my answer to question 74 above. 

5.9 I am not aware of any other exLemal advice being sought or received. 

Question 76 Who do you consider to have beeu ultimately responsible for file decision tn test 

the foil facet only? 

5.10 I refer to my answers to questions 73 and 74 above: I have no koowledge about the 

2004 or 2007 tests. 

5.11 As to the 2016 tests, as explained above. Dan Bail made the decision to ua~dertake the 

foil racer tests in reb~.tary 2016. I was ultimately responsible for the decision to rely 

on those tests results to support K15’s Class 0 claim. 

Question 77 Did you have any concerns about this course of action? If so, why? 

5.12 No I did not have aaty concercts. 
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Question 78 As far as you were aware, did any other Kingspan employees have any concerns 

about this course of action? If so, please give details, identifying any relevmlt 

individuals. 

5.13 I have been shown an email li-om Arron Chalmers sent to me in 2016 in which he 

describes tale decision to rely on facer only tests as benefitting fi’om a "inophole" in the 

Building Regulations2~’ 

5.14 I was not aware of any other employees raising concerns at the time. 

Question 79 With the regard to certification of K15 by the British Board of Agr~ment ("the 

BBA") and with particular reference to paragraph 6.2 of your second witness 

statement, why, in your email of 17 November 2015 to Gayetree Ramkorun 

(KIN00020854), did you make proposals which would mean that the reference to 

Class 0 was not removed from the BBA Certificate? What was your motivation 

for this proposal? 

515 The BBA explained dlat d~ey were inlroduchlg a blanket policy of removing National 

Class classifications liom flleir certificates, instead relying on Eurociass resLdts. I 

wanted to ensure t2aat K15 was not put at a commercial disadvantage vis-a-vis 

competitors’ prod ucts by its certificate being updated to remove its Class 0 classification 

cartier than those competitors’ certificatos i thought tAJa~ afi certifieatos shoutd be 

updamd as simuttaneousiy as possible and that the BBA should issue a statement to 

explain that the chm~ge wasn’t product-specific. 

6 EUROCLASS REACTION TO FIRE CLASSIFICATIONS 

Question 80 Please provide to the Inquiry all reaction to fire results obtained at any stage for 

K1S under the Euroclass System (EN 13501-1). It may be helpful to set out this 

information in a separate spreadsheet or table and to append the spreadsheet to 

your witness statement as an exhibit. This intbrmation is to include all results up 
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to today’s date, The spreadsheet should include at least the following information 

in relation to each entry: 

a. the tests carried out; 

b. the date of the tests; 

c. the date of any report; 

d. the identifying reference number t~r any classification report; 

e. the name of the testing organisation xvhich carried out the test; 

the classification achieved. 

If any report included in the sprea~beet has not previou.~ly been disclosed to the 

6.1 A copy of this spread~heet, which ha~ been compiled hy my leman based on the 

int’omnation that is available to them, is at Appendix A t~3 thi~ witness statement.2r 

7 TESTS TO BS 8414 

Question At paragraph 4.42 of your xvitness statement, you explain that your investigations 

following the Grenfell Tower fire have given rise to concerns in relation to two 

tests previously carried out to BS 8414 on systems incorporating K15. These are 

a test to BS 8414-1 carried out in May 20115 (220876) and a test to BS 8414-2 carried 

out in .July 2014 (297099). 

Question 82 With regard to your discover- that the test to BS 8414-1 carried out in May 2005 

(220876) "may have used non-standard K15" (old, rather than new technology) as 
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described at paragraph 10.30 of your second witaless statement and your resulting 

concerns, please assist the Inquiry with the followhlg: 

a. When, specifically, did this information come to your lolowlcdgc? 

7.1 I thir, k I first became aware Nat the 2005 BS 8414 Test may have used a different 

version of KI 5 thma sold post-2006 towards file end of 2016. My detailed maderstanding 

of the issue started to develop from ~he end of 2018 onwards. 

b. How did this turin’marion come to your knowledge? 

7.2 In 2016, Gwyn Davies (Director of Processing) flagged the issue to me as part of our 

discussions around tryhag to replicate the 2005 BS 8414 Test for the testing of K115, 

as explained in paraga’aph 7.9 below. I was not concerned about the issue at this time 

and did not investigate it further given float hasulation UK had been re[~qrtg on the test 

lbr years and I was nok aware of any indication that the change had any impact on the 

product’s fire performax~ce. The issue was then diawn to my attention in 2018 by 

Insulation UK’s solicitors who have been advising Insulation UK in relakion ~o Ihe 

GrenfdI Tower Inquiry. 

What was the source of tbe information? Specifically, what is the information you 

refer to at paragraph 10.30 of your second witness statement, as follows, "...as a 

result of information which has come to light as a result of this Inquiry I 

understand that ’new technology’ may have been employed in the production of 

K15 at Pembridge from September 2006". 

If the information is contained in a document, please ensure 

that all such documents are appended to your witness 

statement as exhibits or, where such doeulilents have 

previously been disclosed to the Inquiry, please identi~’ 

those documents using lnquir~ Unique Reti~rence Numbers. 

If the source of the information is an individual or 

individuals, please identil)’ those individuals. 
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7.3 This information is not contained in specific documents. See my answer to question b 

above: the information came to my attention as part of the process of the document 

review axed disclosure exercise undertaken Lo assisL the Grenfell Tower Inquiry. See also 

the spreadsheet prepared to assist the Inquil3, (KIN00022307) which sets out atl of die 

chax~ges made in ~he production of KI 5 which confirms diis change at row 7. 

d. As a result of what hlvesfigations did this information come to your knowledge? 

7.4 As a result of h’tsulation UK’s disclosure exercise as a Core Participant in the Inquiry. 

With whom, hlternally, did you discuss the information which had come to your 

knowledge, at any stage? What was file nature of any such discussions? 

7.5 I discussed diis information internally at different times with Richard Burnley, John 

Garbutt, Lorcan Dowd, Roy Weghorst, Ralph Mam~ion, Peter Wilson and my team. 

These discussions were aimed at piecing together die chronology of the developmem 

of KI5 and underskanding how khis impacted our test evidence and what our testing 

programme should be going lbrward. 

Question 83 In relation to the same test, at paragraphs 10.55 of your second witness statement 

you state, "I did become aware during the development testh~g of Kl15... that the 

cladding in the test report may not ha~’e been correctly reported". 

a. Can you be specific as to when this was? 

7.6 I thi~k it was in aro~_md August 2016. 

Aside from the matters dealt with by Adam IIeath in his witness statement, please 

give details as to how you came to understand that the cladding "may not have 

been correctly reported"? 

7.7 I have read para~aphs 11.52 to 11.53 of Adam Ileath’s witness statement and it reflects 

my m~derstanding of ~his issue. I do not have any further details to provide. 
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c. What action did you take, if any, when you came to understand that this may be 

the case? 

7.8 The fact tha~ the termino[og2y in the report was incorrect did not concern me too much 

because as far as I was aware at the time (based on c[iem commLmications during my 

tenare as Head of Marketing and Technical (Grea~ Britain)), we described the 2005 BS 

8414 Test as having been undertaken wid] a non-combustible cladding. 

With whom. internally, did you discuss this information? What was the nature of 

any such discussions? When did those take place? 

7.9 I discussed i~ with Adi’ian Brazier and Adam IIeath in summer 2016 as part of our 

conversations relating Lo what producL we would use h] testing lbr KI 15. We wax]Led LO 

maLch up K115 LesLing with the 2005 BS 8414 Test and ~he discussions revolved around 

achieving dlis desired outcome 

Oaestio~ 84 In paragraph 10.57, you go on to state that "Kingspan is of the belief that the test 

report incorrectly references the D’pe of cladding used and that the cladding 

actually used in the external cladding system tested in 2005 was a fibre cement 

board (non-combustible) (as opposed to a cement particle board which is generally 

rated as E uroclass B), which would be more representative of an external cladding 

system used in practice at the time". 

ao On what do you base your view that a fibre cement board would be more 

representative of an external cladding system used in practice at the thne? 

710 Cement particle board is not typically a product that is used in external rainscreen 

faqadc systems, whereas fibre cement bomd isa~ Adrian Brazier also undertook a 

dcsktop analysis of cladding products and this is the basis of my understanding. 

b. When did Kingspan form the belief that you describe? 

~ See for example: htrps:~www buildin ~boards co uk/product~r cm cemlmardi which explains that the cemem particle board 

is used behind the external facade as a shcarhin~ board for. cm a steel flame. 
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I cmlnot tall( for others at lnsulnfion UK hut my understanding formed in approximately 

August 2016. 

What investigations were carried out to enable Kingspan to arrive at that 

conclusion? Please give full details of all investigations and inquiries ofwbieh you 

are aware, including as to your own role. 

7.12 Admn Heath reviewed deliveD, notes to confirm wbat products bad been delivered to 

Iz~su[ation UK lbr the 2005 BS 8414 Test. WhilsL the delivery nines did nm conftrm the 

product, they did show tha: the supplier was UAC-Berhad. Adam then wrote to UAC- 

Berhad to ask them if they manufaerared cement parhcle board. ~lhey confirmed that 

they did not and had never manulb.cLured suci~ a product. I believe ~hai Adrian Brazier 

also carried out a desktop m~alysis wbich identified that fibre cement board was more 

representative ofproducLs used in external cladding systems. I do not recall his fimth~gs 

being recorded in w~’iting. 

On the basis of wbat evidence, data or investigatmT results is Kingspan’s belief 

based? Again, if the information is contained in a document, please ensure that 

all such documents are appended to your witness statement as exhibits or, where 

such documents have previously been disclosed to the Inquiry, please identil} 

those documents using Inquiry Unique Reference Numbers. If the source of the 

information is an indi~]dual or individuals, please identify those h~dividuals. 

7.13 I refer :o my response :o 84c above. 

Did you, or as far as you are aware any other representative of Kh~gspan. contact 

the BRE in respect of the perceived incorrect reporting? If so, please describe 

when that was, give full details of the nature of any discussions and idenfi~’ all 

individuals involved, both from the BIlE and from Kingspan. 

7.14 I understand :hat Adam Ilear.h had been corresponding with the BRE throu~out April 

m~d May 20 Ifi with a view to organising a BS 8414 test using the new product (K I 15) 

in a build-up based on a tesl we had already performed for K15, namely the 2005 BS 
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8414 Test. In August 2016, Adam Ilear~ emai[ed the BRE~9 to confirm that UAC 

Berhad had confirmed that the product used in ~he May 2005 test was a fibre cement 

product ra~er than a cement particle board. 

What is your view as to how the perceived incorrect reporting could have come 

about? IIave any investigations been carried out as to that aspect of the matter? 

If so, please give full details of all such investigations and any findings, even if 

inconclusive. 

7.15 I do noL l¢~low how tile perceived incorrect reporting could have come about as I was 

noL in a relevam role in 2005 when the LeSL was carried out. As ~’ar as I am aware, we 

have noL carried ouL any investigations to understand ~his. 

Question 85 At paragraph 4.42 of your second witness statement, you also state that the July 

2014 test to BS 8414-2 may have used K15 "produced for a development project". 

With regard to this comment and to your further comments at paragraph 10.35 

and 10.36 of your strand witness statement: 

a. When, specifically, did it first come to your knowledge that: 

i. there was some confusion as to the insulation board tested? 

7.16 In OctoberLNovember 2014. As explained ha para~aph 45 above, at this time I was 

Product Development Mmlager and I was thvo[ved in discussions about this test 

because it was relevm~t to our research and development work looking at a low lambda 

version of K15 I was not involved in discussions or decisions to u se/his test to support 

the use of slmldard K15 th buildings over 18 metres and I only made /he connection 

that ~hc test I was invotved in fi’om a product dcvctopmcnt perspective in Jury 2014 was 

being used to support the use of standard K15 when it was raised by Insulation UK’s 
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solicitors in e~ly 2019 &u-h’tg ~heir disclosm’e exercise for the pro’poses of the Grm~feH 

Tower Inquiry. 

ii. the phenolic foam tested may have been a "low lambda 

development product"? 

7.17 I refer to my response to a. i. above. 

ill.    the phenolic foam tested may have been "solstice-blown"? 

7.18 I refer to my response to a. i. above. 

the foil titcer may have been 25 micron unperforated or may 

unperforated on the other? 

7.19 I refer to my response to a. i. above. 

v. How did this inl~rnlafion come to your knowledge? 

7.2(I I ,,:’as party to email correspondence in which it ,,,,’as being discussed between Gw~’n 

Davies and Ivor Meredith.~° 

vi. What was thc source of the information? If any of this 

in|~rmation is contained in a document, please ensure that 

disclosed to the Inquiry, please identify those documents 

using Inquiry IJnique Reference Numbers. If the source of 
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the information is an individual or individuals, please 

idenfi~" those individuals. 

7.21 I refer to my response to question 85a. v. above. 

b. As a result of what hlvcstigations did this information come to your knowledge? 

7.22 In October,~ovember 2014 m my role as Product Development Manager, I was copied 

i~ email correspondence during which I became awm’e that there appem’ed to be 

confusion i~ternally within Insulation UK as to what product had been teste& I did not 

l~mow Lhe si~m~ificance of this confusion aL [he Lime. 

With whom, iuternally, did you discuss the informatiou which had come to your 

knowledge? What was the nature of any such discussions? 

7.23 Gw~a Davies, Ivor ?~{erethth, Malcolm Rochefort. Ruud Zegge[aar. 7ony Millichap 

and Sham~ Morris were involved i~ the email correspondence in which it was discussed, 

although not everyone actively participated in the conversation. I do not recall having 

further discussions on this at that time. 

Question 86 In relation to the test to BS 8414-2 carried out on 19 March 2014, you state at 

paragraphs 10.43 and 10.44 of your second witness statement, "I understmld that 

this test was conducted using the same lower-lambda trial version of K15 as used 

in the July 2014 Terracotta test." 

a. When did you come to understand this? 

7.24 I came to understand this in 2019, at file same time as I rkae made the connection about 

tile July 2014 test. I refer to my response to question 85a(i) above. 

b. How did you come to understand this? 

7.25 I refer to my response to questions 85ali) and 86a above. 
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What was the source of the information? If ally of this information is contained 

in a document, please ensure that all such documents are appended to your wihless 

statement as exhibits or, where such documents have previously been disclosed to 

the Inquiry, please identify those documents using Inquiry Unique Reference 

Numbers. If the source of the information is an individual or individuals, please 

identify those individuals. 

7.26 I rel~r LO my response Lo questions 85a(i) and 86a above 

d. As a result of what hlvesfigations did tbis information come to your knowledge? 

7.27 I refer ~o my response to questions 85a(i) and 86a above 

With whom, hlternally, did you discuss the information which had come to your 

knowledge? What was tbc nature of any such discussions? 

7.28 I refer ~o my response to question 85c above. 

Qttestion 87 In relatiou to BS 8414 testing more generally, you state at paragraph 10.24 of your 

witness statement that, "There is generally no live feed of the thermocouple data 

and I have only once heard discussions between Kingspan and the BRE project 

manager as to the possibili~" of terminating a test due to flaming at the top of tbe 

When did you hear these discussions? In relation to which test? By reference to 

individual name, please identi~, the parties to the discussion, both from the BRE 

and from Kingspan. 

7.29 I Call’X recall specifically. Ilowever after reviev&ag rke tests I have attended, I would 

say dmt it was most likely the HPL syskem test conducted on 24 July 2019. My 

recollection is that it was discussion between Adrian Brazier and ~e test projeck 

manager liom BRE who I bekieve was Xloharnmad Abdinur 
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Question 88 

7.30 

b. 

7.31 

7.32 

8 

Question 

8.1 

9 

Question 90 

At 10.36 of your second wiialcss statement you state that "standard K15 sold on 

the market is non-solstice blown foam with a 25 micron perforated foil". 

For how long has this been the case? 

I understand tha~ this has been the case sfi~ce September 2006. 

How arc you able to satist~’ yourself that this is tile case? 

I have asked h~sulation UK’s Tec~fica[ Processing Director. 

Is the 25 micron foil perforated on one side only, or on both sides? Does this e~er 

vary? If so, in whatcircumstances? 

Standard K 15 ha~ a 25 micron foil i~acer which i~ perforated on bofl~ sides. ~lhis does 

not vary for standard KI 5)~ 

BR 135 ASSESSMENT REPORTS 

At paragraph 4.9 of your statement you state, "Kingspan agreed with a small 

number of clients to commission desktop studies for their projects ou their behaW’. 

Please provide a list of these clients, identifying the associated BR 135 Assessment 

Report by reference botb to the project uamc and to the Report’s refereuce 

A copy of this lis~ i~ at Appendix B. 

NATIONAL HOUSEBUILDING COUNCIL (THE NHBC) 

In relation to the NH BC note entitled "The use of combuslihle materials within 

the external wall construction of buildings over 18m in height", which is relYrred 

3 Note that there is a separate product called Klg Black which is today ln.anuelumred with a silver Pacer on one side and a 

black racer on the other side, bNh of which arc perforated Prior ~o 20 [ 3, the black Pzccr was u nl’,cr tor atcd. 
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to at paragraphs 3.7 aod 4.22 of your first witness statcnlcnt and at paragraphs 

4.60 and 6.43 of your second witness statement, 

ao On what basis do you state that the Note was "issued by the NHBC in its capaciP,.’ 

as an Approved Inspector"? 

9.1 I referred to r.he NIIBC as an ’Approved Inspector’ because I saw Nat the NIIBC 

referred to itself as an ’Approved Inspector’ on its website3"~. 

In what way did Kingspan "work with" tile NHB(~ to agree the terms of the Note? 

By reference to individual name. who was hlvolved in such work, both from tile 

NHBC and from Khlgspan. 

9.2 Having been shown relevant documents, I understand that this was done via legal 

correspondence between Ins~_da~ion UK’s and the NIIBC’s respective solicitors. I 

understand t2rat Tony Millichap, Ivor Meredith and Richard Bttrnley were involved hi 

~e surrounding discussions. I camlot say who was involved in this particular part of the 

work liom Ihe NHBC. I was not involved personally with the NHBC at this tinle 

Question 91 At footnote 14 to paragraph 4.15 of your first witness statement, you state that in 

2015 the NIIBC "advised their clients that they should seek advice from Kingspan 

as regards the use of K15 in certain systems, ie in systems over 18 metres which 

were registered when the certificates in respect of K15 BBA (08/4582) dated 27 

October.. and 6 April2010.. retnained valid". 

a. What do you lolow about why the NHBC took this course of action? 

9.3 I anderstand that the NHBC decided to take this co~trse of action before I took on the 

role of Head of Technical and Marketing I do not know why/hey took/his course of 

action. 
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b. What was the date of publication of Amended Issue I of BBA Certificate 08/4582 

for K15. dated 6 April 20107 

9.4 I was not in a relevant role at the dme and I do no~ lcaow when i~ was published. 

With reference to paragraph 9,2 of your second witness statements, please 

you made aware of the concenls? 

9.5 When I took up r.he role of Ilead of Technical and M~keting (Grea; Britath) in May 

2015 Ivor made me aware fllal the relationship with the NHBC was slxained. I believe 

tha~ rkis was because the NIIBC wanted to see Insulation UK pe~-i’orming more ~es~s 

and providing tile res~dts of fl~ese. Ivor was promishlg thnm lhrther tests but then not 

getting around to carrying them out and so fl~e NHBC thou~lt we were dragging our 

heels. I 01ink Tony Mi[lichap also raised these concerns widi mc but I do not recall 

when. 

9¸6 I took it upon myself to review correspondence which had been exchanged widi die 

NHBC in Lhe run up Lo my appointment as Head of Technical and Marketing (Greak 

Britain) This gave me a better idea as to the state of the relationship b etwc, en the NHBC 

and Insulation UK I rel~r to my response /o ques0on 73 of my Second Witness 

Statement. 

Question 93 At paragraphs 9.6(a) and (b) of your second witness statement, you give details as 

to two meetings between Kingspan and the NHBC on 18 June and 12 October 
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2015. You also set out a list of agreed actions following each meeting. Please now 

assist the Inquiry with the foLlowing: 

ao Please confirm whether or not each of the following were provided to the NHBC 

by Kingspan after the meeting on 18 June 2015: 

"details of all tests carried out to date as well as forward 

testing programmes" (paragraph 9.6(a)(i)); 

9.7 I note that on 17 Jmae. Ivor Meredith sent a dropbox link to Graham Perrior of the 

NHBC which conlahaed "o~r ver~, latest test ir!/’ormotion and assessments". Ivor 

explained that be resottrce would be constantly updated as soon as may new information 

becomes available. The dropbox link is no longer accessible and so I am unable to 

confirm what information was in fact provided ill ~his dmpbox and whether it was 

updated fotiowing our meeting with Ihc NHBC on 18 June 2015 ~3 

9.8 I cam~oL o~herwise recall and have been unable to confirm whefl~er any furtiler 

h~ibrmation was provided lbilowing this meeting I would have expected us to have 

provided ~his if die NHBC had as)-ed lhr it. 

it, "a list of project queries received from builders/designers" 

(paragraph 9.6(a)(ii)); 

9.9 Ivor Meredith sere this list ~o Graham Perrior of the NHBC on 18 June 2015.74 

33 AP3/109 N~It100001133: ISmails between Ivor Meredith, Graham Perrior, Ton)Millichap al~d Ian Davis dated 17 February 

2015 to 17 June 2015 with so bJcct "RE: Kingspan Koolflacrm K 15, use in ~;z c ad cs above IBm" 
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lii. "further detail about possible miscommunieation of 

policy" (paragraph 9.6(a)(vii)); 

9.10 I cannot recall and have been unable to confirm whether this information was provided 

lbllowing this meeting. 

"all fire test data" (paragraph 9.6(aI(viii)). 

9.11 I refer to my aa~swer to (i) above. 

If the inlbrmalion was provided to thc NHBC, plcasc confirm lbr each of the 

matters at 109(a)-(d) when this was done and by whom. If in any ease the 

infm’matiou or data was provided to NHBC by email, please appeud the data and 

any such correspondence to your witness statement as an e~fibit. If the relevant 

data and correspondence has already been disclosed to the Inquiry, please idcnti~’ 

the documents by reference to InquiD, Unique Reference Numbers. 

9.12 I refer to my responses to a. above. 

If any of the information listed at paragraph 109(a)-(d) of this letter was not 

provided to the NIIBC, please explain why that was the case. 

9.13 I refer to my responses to a. above. 

What is the "possible miscommunication of policy" you refer to at paragraph 

9.6(a)(vii) of your secoud witness statcmeut? Please ideutify the relevant policy 

and the relevant potential miscommunication and give full details as to both. 

9.14 As far as I am able to recall. I think that some members of the tocl~’dcal team a~ 

Insulation UK had been told by NIIBC members that the NIIBC did not accept the 

routes to compliance ~ti dance issued by the BCA, which obviously impacted hlsulation 

UK. Ivor brouN~t this up at the meeting and those attending on behalf of the NIIBC said 

that the NHBC should be accepting the BCA’s guidax~ce and asked us to liaise internally 

at b~sulation UK to find out who at the NHBC had given the incorrect information and 
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then to let them know. The miscommuthcation of policy was that members of the 

NIIBC were not " singingj?om the same @mn sheet". 

Please confirm whether or not each of the following were provided to the NHBC 

by Kingspan after the meeting on 12 October 2015: 

9.15 

"a comprehensive list of all tests including K15 

(pass/failed/planned) along with further details (paragraph 

9.6(b)(i)); 

Adrian Brazier sent an email to NHBC on 26 October 2015 timed 11:08.~s I~1 this email 

he explained that ~he link contained "all the relevant i~f’ormation request~,d f!-om our 

me~,ting on 12/10/15 ... Ir~cluding Action item t: Comprehensive list q/known tests 

possed jk#led ond phmned; Action 2: b~dated pr~iect list; Action 4: Detaits qf all desk 

top xtur~ reports (~ overb~ appendix C q]o~r routes to eompl ia~ee doeumenO.. ". This 

~pbox link is no longer active m~d I have bem~ unable ko locake ~y record of exactly 

what documents it contained. I am therefore unable to cont)m unequivocally if the data 

tha~ was provided to the NHBC within ~e ~k has been disclosed to the Inquiry. 

916 However, based on an internal email3~’, I understand that the drop box likely contained 

the lh[lowh~g inlbm~ation: 

(a) Insulation UK’s K15 Prqject file logging all queries received by Insulation UK 

regarding K15 over 18 me/res77 

~ AP3/12 [ ]: Email tom Adam Heath to Adrian Brazier and Adrian Par gw~cr dated 23 October 20 t5 with subicct 
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(b) Informatian about the exi sting m~d fnture test progrnm~s 

BR 135 Classification Reports: Report Nos. P101812-1000; 291642 m~d 

297211~u 

(d) BS 8414-1 & BS 8414-2 test reports: BS 8414-1 (Report No 220876}; BS 8414- 

2 (Report No 297099); BS 8414-2 (Report No 303930); and BS 8414-2 (Report 

No 293940)~° 

Deslcmp studies mid assessments relating to the following projects: Scottish 

Power, Pumey Plaza, Limehoz~se Basin, Ruskin Squme, Kew Bridge Road 

Phase 2, Unite Portsmouth, First Street Fire Safety Engineering Report aa~d 

Elephm~t Park as well as a Gm~eric Brick Assessment report.~/ 

have been unable to determine what information was included for this action point The internal en’uail ~om Adam Heath 
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"a list of project queries received from buildcrsldcsignc~" 

(paragraph 9.6(b)(ii)); 

9.17 Yes. I refer to my response to (i) above. 

iii. "dcsktop study reports to support the eight examples in the 

Routes to Compliance document" (paragraph 9.6(b)0~9); 

9.18 Yes. I refer to my response to (i) above. 

(paragraph 9.6(b)(vi)). 

9.19 On 18 October 2015 I sent a copy of a PowerPoint presentation on facades axed fire 

safety to the NIIBC by email.4~ 

If the inlhrmalion was provided to the NHBC, please confirm lbr each of the 

matters at 116(a)-(d) when this wa~ done and by whom. If in any case the 

information or data was provided to NHB(: by email, please append the data and 

any such correspondence to your witness statement as an c~ibit. If the relevant 

data and correspondence has already been disclosed to the Inquiry, please identify 

the documents by reference to InquiD, Unique Reference Numbers. 

9.20 I refer to my response to (e) above. 

10    OTHER 

Question 94 In the second line of paragraph 4.45 of your witness statement, you state that 

Kingspan was not (as at 18 October 2019) party to any legal proceedings relating 
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to K15. As far as you arc aware, is Khlgspan now. at today’s date. parD- to an)’ 

such proceedings? If so, please summarise the nature of such proceedings. 

10.1 For the pro’pose of answerh~g this question, Kingspan’s solicitors have confirmed to me 

fl~at no legal proceedings have been issued against hlsu[ation UK in relation to K 15. 

Question 95 What iuvolvement, if auy, did you have in arraugiug for file note produced by 

Tenos in May 2015 and entitled "Rainscreen constructions using K15 in buildings 

over 18m" (KIN00000224) to be written? Do you kd~ow for what purpose this 

document was produced? As far as you were aware, to whom was this document 

shared and/or circulated? Was it published on Kingspan’s website? If so, when? 

10.2 I was not involved in producing this note as it was commissioned prior to my ta!~g on 

a relevmlt role. I do not l~low file purpose for which it was produced. As l~ar as I am 

aware, Insulation UK only provided some documentation/o Tcnos lbr inlbn:nationaI 

pLtrposes when Tenos were dralling dlis note, including reaction to fire test reports, life 

resistance test reports and some BS 8414 test reports 

10.3 As lb.r as I am awaze, we did not share or circulate this note externally and iL was noL 

published on the l~sulation UK website 

STATEMENT OF r[ RUTII 

I bel ievu l[~al the facts stated in this witness sta:cment are true. 

I confirm tMt I IllIl willing for :his sta:omcm to fo~ parl efthe evidence before the Inquiry 

and fi~r it h~ b~ puNished ~,n the Inquiry’s web s[le, 

Sg~ d ....... ~ ~ ~..... ..... 

Adrian Westley Pargc-tel 

Date: 18 September 2020 
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